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Eight students vie for Murray
Idol Tuesday in Lovett Audi:
torium. Judges will narrow
the group down to two finalists.

The Racers lost 42-0 to IUinois State last weekend.
The team plays Tennessee
Tech at I p.m. Saturday in
Cookeville, Tenn.
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Director's retirement prompts changes
Jim Burress
Contributing Writer
Change could be on the menu as
Murray State administrators consider
outsourcing the University's Food
Services to a private company.
The suggestion comes as Bill Benriter, Food Services director.
announced plans to retire after 17
years on the job.
"Now that he's retiring, it does give
us an opportunity for us to see if students would be better served by contracting food services," said Don
Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs. "It's not a matter of being dissatisfied with what we're doing.
There are pros and cons to both."
He said the University sent out
requests for proposals to several
major and smaller, regional food service companies, but outsourcing ~
only one option.
"What we are doing now is comP.aring what they said they could do
to what we are currently doing,"
Robertson said. "The decision will be
based on what's in the best interest of
the students."

food options and hours of operation.
Tracy Nearhoof, junior from
Lawrenceburg, said she worries about
prices, not about quality or who is in
control. Overall, she has mixed feelings about the potential change.
"I wonder if it'd be less personal,"
Nearhoof said. "It would probably be
bettl'r. I think the food would be better."
Even if the University chooses to
outsourcc, Don Robertson said no
employees would lose their jobs.
F.ach of the three major outsourcing
companies, Aramark. Sodexho (Marriott), and Chartwells (Compass
Group) are for-profit companies.
According to the New York Stl)Ck
Exchange Web site, Aramark and
Sodexho posted gross profits in the $1
billion to $3 billion range for 2004.
Amanda Von Kannei/Thc• New~
Compass Group, w~ich trades on the
(Left) Adam Martin, sophomore from Princeton, Natalie HenLondon Stock Exchange, did not make
shaw, sophomore from Sturgis, and Daniel O'Nan, junior from its protits public for 2004.
Morganfield, eat lunch ln Winslow Dlnlng Hall last week.
Bill Benritcr said Food Services.
Robertson said about 80 percent of tions that maintain in-house services. like Housing and the University
American college campuses outWhile the trend is toward privatiz- Bookstore, has an obligation to Mursource their food services. Murray ing, Robertson said keeping food ser- ray State to turn a profit. In the last
State and the University of Kentucky vices at the University level gives the fiscal year, Food Services made more
are the only two public state institu- school more flexibility with pricing, .than $167,000, he said. With a private

company, Benritcr and Robertson
said profit would be a greater concern.
"We control the prices now,"
Robertson said. "They are obviously
coming in to make a profit. They're
not going to do it if they won't make
money, but we still want to influence
the final cost."
Robertson said whether or not students would pay more for a food contract is uncertain. A final decision is
several months away. In the mean·
time, he said the University will name
an interim Food Services director.
If food services are kept in-house,
Murray State will conduct a national
search for a new director. Robertson
said. If the school goes with outsourcing, students would likely see the
change in fall 2006.
The University of Louisville and
Northern Kentucky and Southeast
Missouri State universities use
ChartweJls. Western Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State, Kentucky State and Austin Peay State universities use Aramark. The University of Tennessee-Martin uses Marriott
(Sodexho).

Locals continue to assist after Gulf storms
prices IStud~nts adjust to MSU after escaping Katrina

Gas
Increase
after Rita
hits coast
•

JacqueUne Jordan
Assistant News Editor
jjordan@thenews.org

Murray State offered student5 f rom the Gulf Coast a
place to continue their education in the wake of one of
thE' largest natural disasters
the nation has experienced.
Chandorice Miles, a (reshman from Delgado Community College,· transferred to
Murray State after her fa!lllly relocated from their hurEmily Wuchner
ricane-ravaged New Orleans
Contributing Writer
home.
"Everything is destroyed,"
Despite Hurricane Rita sparing most of
the oil refineries in Texas, gas prices 1 Miles said. "(The house)
remain high, causing some students' to looks fine from the outside,
but once you get inside it's
make sacrifices to save money.
'Oh my God."'
like
Jessica Moore, sophomore from DexMiles
said she and other
ter, Mo., is making concessions to conmembers moved
family
serve gas. Moore said she spent $23 on
because
she
had an aunt and
gas last week.
"I do not go home with the frequency of uncle living in Murray. She
last year because the gas prices arc so 1 said there are currently 12
individuals living in a threehigh," Moore said.
Moore said lhat she car pools with bedroom home.
"The people in Murray are
friends or walks wherever she can.
so
nice," Miles said. "One
"You have to make anything as efficient
student even offered to let
as possible," she said.
With fall break approaching, Danielle me move in with her and her
Gosselin, freshman from Westfield, family."
Miles said she does not
Mass.• said she will stay on campus. Gosbelieve
her family will ever
selin relics on airplanes when traveling
return
to
their home in New
home. She said that gas prices will be a
Orleans.
Rashod Taylor/7he Ne~'$
factor in her transportation home for the
"As of right now, we're
summer.
Chandorice Mnes, freshman from New Orleans, works at Winslow Dining Hall Wednesday afternoon.
''Next summer, I'm going to have to put not going back,'' Miles said. Miles transferred to Murray State from Delgado Community College in New Orleans before Hurrimy stuff in storage because gas prices are "We are perfectly safe here." cane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast in August.
Donna Harris, Murray
so high," Gosselin said.
State
registrar, said the Uni- people the hurricane affect- service during the first junction with schools across generically to their home
Effects of the recent hurricanes trigversity
has enrolled eight ed.
round of activations and two the United States, is joining schools and other institugered surges in the gas prices. Many oil
of
displaced
students,
some
1
"We
had
one
student
who
more
called to action last the Sloan Semester program, tions," Harris said.
refineries in Louisiana were flooded after
She also noted that if diswhich offers second-half
Hurricane Katrina broke the levees. Ana- which are receiving tuition was participating in the week.
wavers.
National
Student
Exchange
"Students
arc
co!lllng
and
semester
Web
courses
to
placed
students do not fill
lysts expect it to take weeks before power
"Everything
is
being
done
those
arc
assist
students
displaced
up
the
online classes, they
in
New
Orleans,''
Harris
going
so
fast
that
is restored.
In preparation for Hurricane Rita, on a student by student said. "Needless to say, they just the ones I know of for from their home schools in would be available to Mursure," Harris said. "There the Gulf Coast.
ray State students.
many refineries in Texas shut down pro- basis," Harris said. "Some came back to us."
students
are
receiving
Murray
State
also
has
stuwill
no
doubt·
be
more
to
State
added
eight
Murray
"These classes have never
duction. Because little damage was
go."
waivers,
some
financial
aid.
come
and
dents
that
participate
in
the
courses
tu
its
list
of
secondbeen
offered as secondassessed, the refineries should begin
Harris said Murray State half semester classes.
We're just doing what we Army National Guard and
semester classes. so it may
opening by the end of next week.
"These are classes that help students who need to
have been called to active could see another increase
A representative from the Shell Corpo- can."
Harris
said
the
displaced
she
said.
Murray
State
duty,
in
online
cross
enroJ(ment
.
students
have expressed
ration in Murray said the hurricanes
see MURRAY I 3a
The University, in con- interest in, not to us, but
aren't solely responsible for the price of students are not the only had five students called to
gas. After Hurricane Katrina, consumers
began filling their gas tanks, regardless if
the needed gas or not. He said because of
this scare. gas stations ran out of gas.
The earnings were given to Mur·
"This is new to everybody," he said. Emily Wuchner
''Through the service-learning
" w e decided to do this ray and the national Red Cross.
"We've learned to be prepared and bal- Contributing Writer
process, you can take what you are
fundraiser because we
ance our inventories."
Rotaract has more activities learning in class and put it to good
planed
for the rest of the school use with a community service proHe said gas prices should continue to 1 Weeks after Hurricane Katrina
realized the magnitude of
year, including raising more money ject," Weis said. "This provides studecrease unless another disaster occurs.
destroyed the Gulf Coast, students
the disaster would need as for the United Nations International dents an opportunity to practice
Jeff Higgins, assistant manager of and faculty continue to be involved
much assistance as possi- Children's Emergency Fund and what they are learning."
Speedway disagreed. He said there was in relief efforts to aid victims.
Rotaract, a community service
sending Christmas gifts to needy
no gas scare and does not expect gas
Students and faculty can find
ble. "
group the Murray Rotary Club sponmore information on how to volunchildren in other countries.
prices to decrease.
"Y know that it hurts the consumers," sors, recently held a two-week-long
Students involved in American• teer in the community by going to
Mitchum Owen
Humanics/Youth
and Nonprofit Murray State's Web site and clicking
Higgins said. "It will probably waver fundraiser. The group raised more
Public Relations Director
around and then climb."
than $600 by collecting pocket
Leadership are collecting food for on "Hurricane Katrina relief efforts
for the Murray Rotary Club
Different relief efforts are underway change and by selling refreshments.
Needlinc for use throughout the at Murray." On the Web page, there
throughout the nation in attempts to con- Local businesses donated most of making its total earnings more than community and Camp WOW.
are links and phone numbers for
$1,000.
serve fuel.
the supplies.
Roger Weis, direl.'tor of American local and national organizations that
"We decided to do this fundraiser Humanics, said via <.'·mail students' need volunteers.
President Bush urges Americans to carMitchum Owen, public relations
pool or take city transportation.
director of the club, said via e-mail, because we realized the magnitude involvement in activities strengthAll students are welcome to
The Associated J>re.~s contributed ro several business matched the col· of the disaster would need as much ens Murray State's relationship with attend the next Rotaract meeting at 8
chis story.
lected online Rotaract donations, assistance as possible," Owen said.
the community.
p.m. .Thursday in the Barkley Room.

Murray organizations still helping hurricane victims

.
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News Editor: Stephanie Zclkr
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Thursday, Sept. 22
1:10 a.m. A caller from Springer
Coll~ge reported two individuals
trying to come in the college. A
ban letter was served to John M.
Leech, non-student from Union
Mills, N.C.
4:31 p.m. A caller from Wilson
Hall reported finding a cell phone
in a toilet. A report was taken.
6:19 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a
the back window of a vehicle
parked behind Springer College
had been broken out. The vehicle
owner advised the damage was
from an off-campus accident.
7:59 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer check on an incident at
Roy Stewart Stadium. Two cars
were parked with one of the front
ends pulled up against the other.
The vehicle owners said it was just
a prank.
9 p .m. Racer Patrol reported a
vehicle driving through the College Courts area yelling at Racer
Patrol officers. A report was taken.
11:27 p.m. A caller reported lights
were on and loud music was coming from Facilities Management.
An officer checked the building
and found someone had left the
lights and the radio on.

l

Students, faculty need ed
to work a t organ izations

Four Courses to Success
informs, prepares students

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of Amcric:m Humanics, is
requesting students, staff nnd faculty volunteer at local organi7.atjons.
Big Brothers Big Sisters needs volunteers
for the community and school-basL•d mentaring programs.
Calloway County Animal Shelter also
needs people to walk and groom animals.
Angel's Attic needs individuals to' hdp
sort clothing.
For more information, contact Roger
Weis, Lindsey Phirps or April Barkley of
American Humanics at 762-3808 or 762·
6117, or visit Rou.w lOSB of the Carr Health
Building.

Four Courses to Success, a four-part
program on mastering the job interview,
will be held Oct. ll. The College of Business and Public Affairs is sponsoring the
event to give students and current job
seekers insight on situations they might
encounter during the interview process.
Interested students can register in their
respective department.

Jacquelirw Jordan, assistant news editor
compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like
ru submit information for Campus Briefly.
phone 762-4480.

Sunday, Sept. 25
1:08 a.m. A caller from the Curris
Center reported there was too
much noise in the parking lot. Officers advised the noise was from
people leaving a dance which had
just ended.
9:18 a.m. A caller from the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center requested
an escort into the building to
retrieve a musical instrument for a
performance, which was less than
an hour away.
1:51 p.m. A caller from White College reported water pouring
through the ceiling of a study
lounge. Central Plant was notified.
9:43 p .m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a person threw a
brick and broke the back window
of a vehicle. A report was taken.

12:19 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported a possible alcohol
poisoning incident. Emergency
Medical Services were notified and
transported the patient to the
emergency room.
11:23 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported a subject banned
from campus in front of the college. John M. Leech, non-studeat
from N.C. was arrested for
third-degree criminal trespassing.
9:14p.m. An officer stopped a subject which he suspected to be
banned from campus. The subject
was not the person in question.
2:10 p.m. A student on campus
reported an identity theft via computer. A report was taken, and the
incident is under investigation.
ll:52 p.m. A caller from the Quad
reported subjects playing flashlight tag.

Saturday,Sept.24
12:39 p.m. A caller from Clark
College reported an intoxicated
student causing problems at the

the camper on a truck was open.
The owner of the truck was notified and requested Racer Patrol
close the camper.
4:0 7 p .m. A caller from Wells Hall
reported people stuck in the elevator on the fourth floor. Central
Plant opened the doors to the elevator.
ll:49 p.m. A University employee
at the Carr Health Building found
sporting equipment and placed it
in lost and found at Public Safety.

Tuesday, Sept. 27
12:52 a.m. A caller from Richmond College reported people
who were part of fraternity Rush
events were being loud in front of
the building. The subjects were
not being loud upon officer arrival
but said they would keep the noise
down.
1:39 p.m. An officer issued a verbal warning to a person riding a
bike on 16th Street for failure to
yield to the right-of-way.
2:05 p.m. A caller from the Busi·
ness Building reported a backpack

TERRAPIN STATION
920 South 12th St. (Bel-A ir Center) Mur ray • 753-8926

20th Anniversary Sale
all used cornpact discs 15% off

ACOUSTlC &
GUITARS
[...:.:~~.......:~ AMPS- KEYBOARDS & MORE
mainstreetguitars.com
Monday - Friday l 0 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Saturday 12 p.m. -4 p.m.

New & used compact discs, books, and DVD's
Buy • Sell • Trade
Best Selection, l owest Price

......

Murray's Best Music Store for 20 Years.
It's Worth the Trip.
Free Live Music
at 2 p.m. Saturday afternoo ns
Oct. I • Day I Dread and Faithless Zero
Oct. 8 - Damon Brazzell

IICIISI

DVDs
Stickers
Posters

Backpacks
Tot•
Hats

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD
DELl SANDWICHES • CAJUN SPECIAI.S

SALADS • SoUPS • LocAL BARB~UE

BEST SALADS IN ToWN • GREAT DEsElm

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

bad been stolen. A report was
taken, and the incident is under
investigation.
5:59 p .m. A caller from the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center reported
skateborders in the area. An officer advised the subjects that skateboards were only allowed on campus for transportation purposes,
not for trick riding.
6:41 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported they had opened
the front door and a squirref bad
run inside to the bedroom of the
apartment. Central Plant was
advised.
7:37 p .m. Racer Patrol reported
people climbing trees in front of
the Applied Science Building. The
individuals were students and
were advised not to climb trees on
campus.
10:04 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
a vehicle in the residential college
circle had two license plates, Kentucky plates on the back and Texas
plates on the front. T he owner of
the vehicle said he forgot to take
the Texas plate off. An officer told
him to remove it.

Wednesday, Sept. 28

Monday, Sept. 26
Miclnlght Racer Patrol reported

Friday, Sept. 23

Bryce Smith, junior from Louisville, breaks a board a t the fourth Annual All-American Tae Kwon Do Open Champio nship in the Regional
Special Events Center Saturday. Smith finished first in the event.

front desk. The subject was
advised to go to bed and not to
cause any more problems.
ll:47 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a large party in an
upstairs apartment. The situation
appeared normal upon officer
arrival.

ll:29 a.m. An individual reported
an argument over stolen p roperty
between two subjects in the Quad.
The individuals were gone upon
officer arrival, but were found
later in a different location. Officers arrested Michael Meadows,
non-student from Murr ay, for
theft under $300.
2:55 p.m. A caller from Roderson
Road reported students cleaning
up an area near the tobacco barn at
the West Farm were burning a
small pile of trash. The students
did not know they needed a per·
mit.
9:33 p .m. A caller from Farmer
Street reported a bicycle in the
backyard of their house. Public
Safety advised the bicycle was not
on the stolen bicycle list.
Motorist assists - 6
Racer escorts • 9
Arrests· 2
jacqueline Jordan. assistant news
editor, compiles Police Beat with
materials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not list-

ed, For a complete lisfflak. visit
www.thenews.org.

(~ Natural
)

Gas Safety

NOTICE

If you notice an odor of natural gas (like that of rotten eggs) In
your apartment, room or outside your building at any time of the
day or night,
1. Call the Dept. for Facilities Management (4291) or Public Safe-

ty(911).
2. Do not tum any lights or appliances on or off.
3. Open the windows and door to ventilate your apartment or
room.
4. If the odor in your apartment or room is very strong, do not use
your telephone - leave and report it from another telephone.
5. Do not re-enter your apartment or room until Facilities Manage·
ment or Emergency Personnel has declared it safe to do so.

If you notice an odor of natural gas any place on campus,
call 4291 or 911 or alert someone In a nearby office to make
the report.
Gas Safety Tipa

-Keep all gas appliances clean and properly vented.
-Never cover fresh air vents that supply air to your appliances.
•Do not store any llammable materials in or near gas appliances.
(Especially, do not use the oven as a storage area for anything.)
•Never use your oven or stovetop to heat your apartment or dry
your clothes.
•Keep the area around your fumace and water heater clear.
•Never leave any food unattended while it Is cooking.

New Hours Starting Monday, October 4th
Monday thru Friday 7:30am - Spm
Saturday 8:30am - Spm

Dr. Douglas W. Payne

In Olympic Plua, Nert to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
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Murray State offers tuition waivers, housing to evacuees
From Pagel
pick up another class. but aren't
interested in what's already offered,"
Harris said.
Students interested in picking up
one of the newly added second-half
semester classes need to visit the
Registrar's office. The classes will be
fUled in a f1rst come, first serve basis.
The University also offered temporary homes to help evacuees from
the coast.
"I want us to help students find an
academic home, but I want us to
mobilize our resources and help
everyone we can," said Sandra Jordan, associate provost.
Jordan said the University is offering four apartments in a bouse on
Olive Street. Murray State purchased the house to use the property
for the future biology center. University President F. King Alexander
postponed demolition of the residence until further notice.
The University also offers meal
assistance, use of the wellness center
and access to University computers
to hurricane evacuees, Jordan said.
"Through the use of the campus
computers, they can be in touch with
family and friends that are now scattered across the country," Jordan
said.
She said the evacuees came to
Murray after the hurricane for several reasons.
"Many of them had a connection
through church, family or knew
someone here," Jordan said. "Others
just started driving, and they ended
up in Murray."
She said while the University is
extending a hand to these individuals, the needs couldn't be fulfilled
without volunteers from local organizations. However, those groups
also need help.
Needline requests individuals
donate non-perishable food items
since the organization has already

1 008 Chestnut St.
Show11m11s on the mternet
IIIOUIOSIIIIIIIIrr3V.CDIII
I

1

l)

24-Hoor lnfonnation Une '

753-3314 .

• Hart resident Matt Whitaker,
senior from Cynthiana. opened the
meeting by performing the Murray
State rap he performed in the Mr.
MSU competition.
• The board came out of executive
session and approved a motion to
cover Litigation costs of named
individuals in the E.W. Dennison
lawsuit. In the end, a committee
was created to look at the issue
further before the next board
meeting. Committee members
include Alan Stout, chairman,
Terry Streiter, Marilyn Reed
Buchanan and Lori Dial.
• University• President F. King
Alexander provided a Power Point
that examined the University's fall
enrollment figures, which were
submitted to the Council for Postsecondary Education. As of Sept.
18, Murray State had 10,154 students enrolled. Alexander said it is
the largest enrollment in the University's history.
• Alexander said clients are
already interested in the Regional
Business Center, which will open
in October or November.
• The $15 million science building
is in phase I of construction, and
officials plan to break ground this
Spring.
R.1shod Taylor/The News

Therese Booth, evacuee from New Orleans, prepares food in Winslow Wednesday afternoon.
distributed a lot of clothing to evacuees.
Jordan said at a recent meeting. a
Ncedline official said the group will
not make it through the end of October without food donations.
Camp WOW needs people to sit at
the gates as security guards, and the

local American Red Cross wants
people to work in its office, she said.
Jordan said anyone can help these
organizations because it does not
take specialized knowledge to be of
assistance.
She said while most attention has
shifted to Hurricane Rita, the people

Hurricane Katrina affected still need
assistance.
Said Jordan: "The needs are not
going to go away quickly."
To learn more about how to get
involved, visit the University's Katrina relief Web site at www.murraystate.edu/ katrina_relief.

• The board approved funding for
the $15.3 million new Clark College. Alexander said the University
plans on opening the college in
January 2007.
• The board approved a motion to
demolish two structures on campus property: the Milk House and
the Storage Barn.

RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES

ANY 1WO RENTALS
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Board of Regents briefs
from Sept. 23 meeting
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Interim OpinJon FA.itor:
Phone: 762-4468
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Kilcoyne

OPINION

Do you favor outsourcing
of jobs and services on
university campuses?
Why or why not?
"Yes, because the
food couldn't
possibly get any
worse."
Molly Fitzgerald
sopnomore, St, LOUIS

"No. They
already cut us
down to two
entrees. At least
give us real
food."
Mike Boyd
sen1or, St. Louis

"No. I don't want
to lose the great
variety Winslow
already serves."
KrlsCooke
JUflior, Mt Vemon, 111

"No. I don't think
we should have to
pay $5 to $6 a
meal for food
that's fresh. If the
food gets worse,
people will just
stop eating there."
Brittany Klein

·Outsourcing poor choice
Food changes require ·
further research
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of The
Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.
As part of a growing university
tr~nd, Murray State is looking into
outi'Ourcing its Food Services to a
private company after long-time
Director Bill Benriter retires in
December.
Murray State and the University
of Kentucky are the only remaining
public universities in the state that
have not moved to outsourcing cafeteria food. The trend is even more
staggering nationwide, as about 80
percent of colleges nationwide outsource in these services.
But should Murray State abandon
its way of doing things in favor of
this fad when it usually attempts to
stand out from other schools? What
Murray State should do is worry less
about what everyone else is doing
and stick with what works for the
University.

Though some people complain
regularly about the food Winslow
serves, outsourcing probably will
not solve this problem. Only two
years ago, the University invested a
great deal of money on a newly
designed facility for student dining.
New choices were added to the
menu, with the implementation of a
display cooking area. an expanded
salad bar, pizza and other options.
Things pproved, but'illatteBI& still
compllift. Outsourcing food could
mean getting precooked instead o(
freshly prepared. How would this
better satisfy students?
Outsourcing would change things
completely. Making two major
changes in Food Services in just a
little less than two years makes little
sense unless things are going horribly wrong, which they are not.
It is absurd to make drastic
changes on what seems like a whim.
Yes, officials plan to look into it
before making a fmal decision, but if
it is implemented next semester or

next fall, there is little time left for but it does not have to be devastatreal discussion.
ing. And one person leaving is cerThe fact that everyone else is tainly not a reason to give up on
switching over is not a good reason what has been the University's way
for the University officials to since it began.
assume that makes it the right
Simply because outsourcing is the
choice for Murray State. In the past, trend does not mean it results in
the University has prided itself on more satisfied students. Those who
being different.
have eaten at other schools generalWhen others drastically raise ly say Mu rray State's food is better
tuition, Murray State attempts to here. Of course it may not be
stay affordable. While most schools gourmet cuisine, but what school
do not have residential college sys- cafeteria produces elegant food?
tems, Murray State implemented its
People complain about all types of
several years ago.
cafeteria food- hospital food, camp
The University has not been food and school food. Very few peoafraid to try something different, or ple will stand up and attest to loving
stick with something different, untU what they ate throughout their
now. It seems the Murray State ij ~~ y~ Oubour........oot
simply trying to catch up with completely change these opinions.
everyone else and take the personal
What outsourcing woultt· eventually do is cause people to lose their
level out of Food Services.
One reason officials give for out- jobs. Though officials insist people
sourcing after being independent will not be terminated because of
for so long is Bill Benriter's retire- this, it seems impractical and prement. Benriter has been an integral mature to make such promises.
part of Food Services for his 17 years
The University needs to take a
at the University, and most consider very serious look at the pros and
his retirement a loss to the area.
· cons of outsourcing before making
However, it clearly takes more an y decision. However, in this
than one person to run an organiza- process, it should stay on the side of
tion well and everyone is not leav- maintaining the status quo instead
ing. It is always difficult when an of cOmpletely overhaul.ins a system
important person leaves something, that works.

junior, 5BIJetsburg. lnd
Andrea Chapman/The News
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make all content decisions without censorship
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Mter waking Friday morning and retrieving a newspaper, I found the Greek community once again appears
on the front page. What
bothers me about this?
I know college papers are
there to create controversy.
So, first of all, the story is
about a month old, and if I
am not wrong, timeliness is
one principle of journalism,
but it was decided to be run
during Rush week. Is that a
coincidence, or was that by
design?
My next problem is why
do you only run negative
stories about Greeks? Where
was the newspaper when my
fraternity raised more than
$500 for the Red Cross to
give to hurricane victims?
The Red Cross came to
our house to take a picture
of us giving them the money.
But you were not there
because you were off quoting an anonymous source.
If the person will not give
their name, how credible is
the source? I think some of
your staff needs to retake
JMC 194 to be refreshed with
the principles of journalism.
I know the college campus
is mad at Greeks because we
finally decided to keep out
the people who usually
cause problems at our parties. This is not our fault but
our right. We do not owe
anyone the privilege of coming to our houses to party.
People can hate the Greek
system all they want, but

always remember we are the
motivated ones. We are the
leaders. We are the ones
who come back· during
Homecoming and donated
money, and we are the ones
who raised large amounts of
money to give to charities,
which helps give college students a good name.
So, next time you are
about to write a past-due,
negative story about the
Greek system, think about if,
maybe, it is time to write a
positive story about us. Oh
wait, that would be objective
journalism. That would not
be your style.
Caleb Watters
Senior
Fults, nl.

Fratemlty actions
dishonor school
I am writing about the
Sept. 23 article about fraternities on the front page. I
feel it is honestly a shame
the actions of these few fraternities just continues to
portray the stereotypical
image of a frat guy.
Fraternities as a whole
haven't had the best of repu•
tations, due somewhat in
part to movies like "Animal
House."
Most fraternities don't
realize even when they are
off campus they are still representing the college, and
rules still apply. When scandal comes knocking at some
peoples' doors. they can't
face what's on the other side,
so they close up and run

away, or worse. do just
enough to appease those
offended.
All I simpf ask is that we
show more respect for this
University. If there was no
money offered to help with
the clean-up, I'm pretty sure
Jonathan Creek won't be so
welcoming to any Murray
State group.
It makes us as a college
look bad, like "Let's just pay
them off, and they'll suddenly forget about what we did."
It's not so easy to forget
when you ruin the reputation of our University.
That's what I'm so mad
about. How do you think the
community is going to see
us? Like we all just are nuts
and have no respect.
I'm not really appreciative
of that. I want our school to
have some respect in the
area. I want to say I'm glad I
go to Murray, but after this
embarrassing incident, I'm
ashamed to say I go to this
school. All I want to see is
more truth and consequences. My real question to
you is where has the morality gone?
Tyler Brown
Freshman
Louisville

Bush commentary
misconstrues facts
This letter is in response
to Michael Skaggs' commentary "President not to blame
for hurricane's aftermath" in
the Sept. 16 edition of The
Mu"ay State News. I could-

·~

n't disagree more. President
Bush's response to this
whole mess was halfhearted,
at best.
I would agree the media
bashed Bush, and he
deserved it. This could have
been avoided had be not
appointed one of his loyalists to direct the Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency.
This storm was more than
half the size of the Gulf of
Mexico. Do you know how
big that is? I guess that
explains why Skaggs made
this remark: ..No one knew
the storm would be a Category S, or that it would gain
another 60 mph when it
went across the Gulf of Mexico, least of aU President
Bush." Actually, the hurricane was a Category 4.
There is a new gadget that
has been around for decades
called Doppler radar. Anyone who owns an electronic
device that transmits information knew about Katrina.
So, I'm sure he was aware.
I know what a Category S
hurricane will do because
I've seen it with my own
eyes. 1 know what it's like to
go back to your neighborhood and see nothing but
destruction. As a survivor of
Hurricane Andrew, I can tell
you the federal government's response to Katrina was
mediocre.
Mr. Skaggs went on to say,
"The Federal Emergency
Management Association is
not a first response agency.
It's a federal fmancing
agency for after the fact."

.

==-*••--. ..... ,.

That's absolutely wrong.
When the evacuation warnings were handed out for
Hurricane Andrew, there
were buses lined up days
ahead to evacuate everyone.
And guess who arranged
that logistical nightmare?
James Lee Witt, who headed
up FEMA from 1993-2001. It
takes a combination of local,
state and federal agencies to
bare the burden in the wake
of such catastrophes.
Quite frankly, the Bush
administration probably saw
Katrina as a blessing. Since
we are weD into the Katrina
Blitzkrieg, much attention
has been taken off of Iraq.
All the whUe, W and the
bliss ninnies get to enjoy his
stagnating
39
percent
approval rating.
John Fronza
Alumnus
Tampa. Fla.
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Women's Center hosts events to raise awareness
In My

Opinion

Julia
Buckman
"THIS IS AN
EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY
TO SUPPORT
THOSE WHO
HAVE SURVIVED
SEXUAl.
ASSAULT."

Activities educate
about sexual assault
Throughout history, diverse
individuals have united to take
action against issues detrimental
to our society. For example, thousands participate in Relay for
Life, an effort to raise funds to
combat cancer.
More recently, Murray residents worked together tq provide
a safe haven for survivors of Hurricane Katrina. Success in alleviating such severely extensive
problems would not be possible
with the efforts of only a few
individuals. Therefore, the Murray State Women's Center would
like to invite all students, faculty
and staff to participate in an
effort to raise awareness and
stamp out sexual violence.
The staff of the Women's Center, comprised chiefly of volunorganized numerous
teers.
events this week in honor of Be
Educated about a Sexual AssaultFree Environment Week. The

Curris Center hosted the
Clothesline Project exhibit, a display of T -shirts created by sur·
vivors of sexual abuse, rape, dating violence, etc.. to convey the
impact of victimization.
Tuesday,
Murray
State's
Health Educate and Advocacy
Team performed "Arc You
Afraid of the Dark?" to present
-different perspectives on rape
and sexual assault.
Wednesday, "No Visible Bruises," a film documenting the true
story of a date rape victim, was
shown in Freed Curd Auditorium, followed by responses from
university officials. Finally, the
mock trial team staged a live
mock trial of an alleged rapist to
portray what a rape trial is like
for the victim, the alleged rapist
and the jury.
The culmination of BE SAFE
Week will take place on the steps
of Lovett Auditorium at 5:30 p.m.

Monday. The program, Take on the lives of everyone
Back the Night, will include involved.
speakers, dance, musical perforThe efforts of the Pinwheel
mances and poetry readings to Project also will be on display at
increase knowledge that sexual Monday's program. Now in its
assault is a widespread yet com- second year, the Pinwheel Promonly overlooked detriment to ject allows students, faculty, staff
society.
and community members to
The p rogram will re(ute honor the struggle of friends,
numerous myths about such vio· , family, loved ones or themselves
lence and will even feature a by placing a pinwheel in the
pledge by the brothers of a Mur- quad.
ray State fraternity to communi·
The pinwheel w ill bear the inicate the need for men to get tials of the person for whom it
the spinning
involved in efforts to stop sexual stands, and
reminders of victims and surviolence.
The program recognizes the vivors will be in the quad all day
lifelong mental and emotional Monday and through Take Back
struggle of sexual assault victims the Night.
and hopes to inspire such indiWhether or not you realize it,
viduals to regain control of their you probably know someone
lives by '"taking back the night" who has been the victim of sexuthat was wrongfully stolen from al assault, abuse or violence.
them.
You owe it to the friend or
This is an excellent opportuni- loved one who may never have
ty to support those who have sur- the courage to say, "I was raped,"
vived sexual assault and a time to to come and help us take back the
honor those who did not survive. night for them and all others.
It is an honor to be involved in
this event, and I assure you it is Julia Buckman is a sophomore creworthwhile to participate. It can ative writi"8 major fro m Morgancertainly have a profound effect field.

Time necessary
to find perfect
career path
After high school, graduates anticipate
the college experience. Some students
come to college focused and ready to
make the grade. Others come more
relaxed and ready to make the most of
their next four years.
Fraternity and sororIn
ity parties, trips to the
Keg and late night card
games are just a few of
...-----,.----. the weekly rituals.
However, eventually
you have to get down,
to business and choose
a major.
By the beginning of
your junior year, yt>n
are d tpectca io declare
a' major. Som~ choose
before they come to
college or shortly
after. Many change
majors throughout the
course of their college
Rockelle career. Some students
go, into their senior year
Gray
still uncertain of what
career path they wish to pursue.
How do students go about figuring out
what they want to do? There are many
ways to figure out what you want to do
with your life.
It is pivotal for everyone to evaluate
themselves and figure out what they
want. Making a list of careers can help
students sort through ideas and make
realistic goals.
One way to decide on a major is to take
courses you think you will like. This way
you are learning from experience what
you like. If you don't like it, it's OK. You
have your age to your advantage.
Others come to college with a career in
mind, and after two years, change their
mind. It's OK. Don't feel as if you have
failed just because you have changed
your mind.
Some students come to college with no
idea. College was merely the next step.
The best advice is to take your time and
be patient. Figuring out who you arc can
help you decide what you want to do with
your life.
Some look to the past as a way to find
their careers. Por instance, if you have a
bad childhood, you may want to become
a social worker or work in law enforce·
ment. If you always excelled in math,
maybe you should be an accountant or go
into business. If you love writing and
telling stories, maybe you should be a
writer or journalist.
If none of these suggestions work, go to
Career Services. They are there to help
you make this deci~ion. In freshman orientation, you take a test that gives suggested occupations and how your personal traits can help you succeed in a career.
This test can be administered to anyone,
just ask.
Bottom line: Don't force itl It is your
life, and you have to make a decision that
will last for the rest of your life.
Find something that will make you
happy. Sometimes that means taking time
to re-evaluate your life or simply taking a
test to determine what you arc good at.
The next time a relative or friend asks
you what you arc going to do with your
life, don't feel intimidated by not knowing exactly what you want. Be patient and
answer with a polite, "1 am not sure. I am
trying to figure out which career is going
to make me happy for the rest of my life."

are never
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ls tbe costliest of
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eoru Jre estimated at S1Z1
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biJBoD per year.

THIS IS NOT WHAT I
THOUC,HT THEY f1EANT GY
.THE HA~r'f.R:••

My
Opinion

Rockelle Gray is a Staff Writer for The
Murray State News.

'.

Woman president possible future for U.S.
Tuesday night. I saw something I never
thought I would see in my lifetime. I saw a
woman being sworn in as President of the
United States.
Granted, this did not happen in real life
but in the realm of TV entertainment.
"Commander-In-Chief' debuted Tuesday
night. and is a story about the flrst woman
president.
In the show. Geena Davis plays Mackenzie Allen, who is the vice-president and
becomes president after President Teddy
Roosevelt Bridges dies.
Let's have a little government lesson
before 1 move on. For those of you who
don't remember succession ord er of the
presidency here is a crash course.
If President Bush died tomorrow, Vice
Dick Cheney would take over.
President
JanetRobb
Then, if for some reason Vice President
"OF COURSE, Cheney d ied, Speaker of the House Dennis
Hastert would be president. After the
BEING A
Speaker of the House is the President pro
WOMAN
Tempore of the Senate Ted Stevens and
MYSELF, I THINK
when people in those positions die, cabiBEING lN COM· net members are next in line, starting with
PLETE PAIN FOR the order in which the position was established.
SEVEN DAYS
So, if you think about it, four people
ONCE A MONTH
have to die in order for Secretary of State
DOESN'T MAKE
Condolezza Rice to become not only our
ME WEAK. IT
flrst woman president but also the f1rst
ONLY SHOWS
black president. But that would be another
commentary all together.
HOW STRONG
Back to the story. Davis' character is
THE FEMALE
asked to resign after the president dies.
SPECIES CAN
She is ready and willing to resign until she
BE."
speaks with the Speaker of the House,
played by Donald Sutherland, who made
comments regarding female "problems."
Now that the basic plot for the entire
show is laid out, here is my question: Why
would someone ask a vice president to
resign?

In My

Opinion

If Bush died would Cheney be asked to
resign? No, probably not. But why once
there is a woman in the second seat to the
presidency she is asked to resign after the
presiden t dies?
Yes, I do know this show is fiction and at
t imes unrealistic but think about it. Would
a woman make a bad president?
No doubt there would be the joke that if
a woman is president, we will be at war
once a month because of a perfectly normal female process, but does that make her
weak?
Of course, being a woman myself. I think
being in complete pain for seven days once
a month doesn't make me weak. It only
shows how strong the female species can
be. But then again, I'm biased about that.
Some people think a woman wouldn't be
able to lead the American people, but why?
If you look throughout history, it's mostly
been the woman's job to take care of a family, to make sure they are where they need
to be, fed, clothed and handed out discipline.
So if you think about it, it's like a moth·
er taking care of reaUy huge American
family with about 295,734,134 family members.
T he only reason why I'm bringing up all
of this is because I thought this was an
interesting concept, and I expect this
show to stir up many people's opinions on
the subject.
In r eality, I probably will not see a
woman become president, but it is something people need to keep an open mind
abo ut because someday it wiU happen.

Janet Robb is the Lifestyles Editor for The
Mu"ay State News.
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Murray State, Western Lack of beach safetyJ
seek similar resolution causes man'~ death ,
.

RockeDe Gray
Staff Writer

"Do you know what the first
three numbers of a person:~
social security number mean?"
The frrst three digits of a person's
social security number refer to
t he applicant's ZIP code. lbe
numbers do not resemble the
exact numbers in the ZIP code.
but instead correspond to different areas in a state. For example. if
someone is born in Kentucky, his
or her social security number will
begin with the numbers 400-407.

What you said:
"I think it is the code for the
state where they live."
Tyler Brown
freshman from Louisville
"Male or Female."

Jarrod McMillin
sophomore from Fulton
"The area code."
Zouheir Drira
junior from Murray
"The country that they're
from."

rgray(cilthenews.org

The Faculty Senate is
looking at a resolution
similar to the one Western
Kentucky University faculty is trying to pass to sue
the Kentucky Teacher's
Retirement System.
Western faculty members, like Murray State's,
are given the choice of two
different retirement plans.
One plan is the KTRS,
which deducts money
from faculty salaries and
invests the money until
the
faculty
member
retires.
The other plan is the
Optional Retirement Plan,
which also deducts money
from salaries and invests it
into a company of the faculty's choice for retirement.
In the Sept. 9 issue of
The News. Theresa Saint
Paul, associate professor
of French and member of
the Fac.ulty Senate health
benefit. committee, said
she saw a portion of her
salary going to the KTRS.
Saint Paul had chosen the
ORP.
Saint Paul was disappointed at the deduction
to her salary to a retire-

ment plan she did not
choose.
"Murray State is working with the other state
regional universities to
collectively persuade legislators to take action that
would make the ORP more
beneficial to the faculty
and staff who choose ORP
instead of KTRS,'' said
Joyce Gordon, assistant
vice president of human
resources, said via e-mail.
Gordon said the contribution rate has increased
each year since 2001
because the University has
to pay KTRS for individuals who choose the ORP.
"The universities must
follow the law regarding
the KTRS portion of the
contribution,"
Gordon
said. "Obviously, due to
the increasingly smaller
amount being put into the
employee's ORP account
each year, this is a matter
of tremendous concern to
all of the regional universities as well as the affected faculty and staff members.''
Gordon said Murray
State has participated in
the ORI) since 1996.
"At that time, all of the
state regional universities
joined in a consortium to
allow 1\.'TRS eligible facul·

ty and staff a choice
between the Kentucky
Teachers' Retirement System and ORP," Gordon
said.
There are 279 faculty
and professional staff
under the Optional Retirement Plan and 423 on the
KTRS, she said.
"It should be noted that
legislation was also passed
last year which allows
individuals to make ~ onetime change from the
Optional Retirement plan
to Kentucky Teacher's
Retirement Plan," Gordon
said.
According to the Bowling Green Daily News, the
KTRS takes contributions
from the university before
it goes to the ORS plans.
leaving the percentage of
contribution far less for
the optional retirement.
Faculty pay out 6.16 percent of their salaries to the
retirement plans.
John Porter. assistant
professor of math and statistics and head of the
Health Benefit committee,
declined to comment.
Western's Faculty Senate voted Sept. 22 on the
resolution, according to
the Bowling Green Daily
News.

(AP) DES'IIN, Fla. - Red
flags were not flying to warn
of dangerous surf kicked up by
Hurricane Rita when a Kentucky man drowned because
summer storms had washed
away their poles. Walton
County officials say.
Beach safety flags - green
for calm, yellow for cautiun,
red for dang~r and double red
to close the beaches - now fly
at only three sites along Wnlton County's 26 miles of
shoreline.
The other 26 flagpoles are
gone including two at Miramar Beach, where Ronald Hallquist drowned Saturday.
"Never for the one month
that I've been there wac; there
any color flag as far ~•s the eye
could see," said Sharon Nami,
a hurricane evacuee from New
Orleans, who witnessed the
drowning.
Kriss Titus, who handles
beach safety for the Walton
County Tourist Development
Council was unsure when they
would be replaced.
Beach erosion has complicared that task by washing
away the original sites. Most
were on private property so
the county must get permis·
sion from owners before
putting up new poles, Titus
said.
Seascape general manager
Jay Nettles said the resort,
where the Miramar Beach
drowning occurred Saturday,

prcvtously allowed the county
to put two now-missing flag- t
poles on its property, and he ' ''
didn't 1hink any additional ' "
permission is needed to l
replace them.
Walto n County docs not \1
have lifeguards. Sheriffs •l
deputies and firefighters, who II
respond to brach emergen- n
des, acknowledged that red I!
flags should have been flying
at Miramar Beach but were' ~
not when Hallquist, 52, ofWal:' n
ton, drowned.
• It!
Gulf of Mexico beaches in
the Florida Panhandle are . [
notorious for drownings with
nine confirmed so far this
Yl'ar, including three in Wal·
ton County.
ll
A tenth death Sunday at
Pensacola Beach has no1 yet ,
1
been confirmed as a dn.1wning. · ~
Six people drowned on Wal 1 1
ton beaches in a single day in
2003, and the toll across a 15o- ~
1
mile stretch of the Panhandle
is at least 40 over the past J u
three yeMs.
·, ~.~
Some communities have
u spondcd by adding lifeguards, but Walton just put up
more flags only to see them ·b
~~
disappear.
.
County commissioners are , '"'
now considering lifeguards,
HI
but they would not be in place
'1
until the following year.
Witnesses s:tid Hallquist w
was in knee-deep water wash- #
ing sand uffhis legs when a rip
11
current swept him out.
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Amanda Grace
junior from Hopkinsville
"What year they were born. I
don't know. I should find out."
Michael Watson
sophomore from Jackson, Tenn.
"Something about the year of
the state."
Lisa Bell
junior from Murray
II
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Former students' pretrials rescheduled for Nov. 14 ,:;
RockeDe Gray
Staff Writer
rgray@thenews.org

Three former Murray State students' pretrial conferences were
postponed Monday at the Calloway
Coll11ty Circuit Court.
Two ex-football players, Terrence
Biggers, 22, of Mayfield, and Ronald
Lane, 23, of Brandeton, Fla.• face
felony drug charges at their
rescheduled hearing Nov. 14.
Biggers and Lane were arrested
April 28 after police searched their

College Courts apartments where
officers found drugs and firearms.
Both face charges on trafficking a
controlled substance within 1,000
yards of a school and possession of
drug paraphernalia.
According to their arrest citations. Biggers and Lane were
ordered to stay off Murray State
property and to have no Interaction
with each other.
Biggers Wl\s 'Suspended from the
football team after his arrest. Lane
had quit the team before his arrest.
Dwayne White, junior from Fort

Campbell, is friends with Biggers
and Lane.
"They were very involved in campus activities," White said.
White films the football games for
Murray State's TV- 11, and has
noticed changes from this season to
last season.
"There are stricter punishments
on these issues on and off the field."
White said.
Mithael Smith's prernal also w~
rescheduled for Nov. 14.
Smith, 22, from Clay, Tenn., also
was arrested on April 28 after an

acquaint~nce,

Willie Pierce, reported seeing pornographic material on
Smith's computer and police confiscated the evidence
Smith was indicted for distributing•mnttcr portraying sexual performance by a minor.
According to arrest citations,
Smith is to not have contact with
people under age 18. stay off of Murray State propeny, liyc with parents. and :nll computer \tJ~:
Riggers, Lane and Smith were
indicted May 24 in the Calloway
County Circuit Court.

ANOTHER BENEFIT TO OUR
ONLINE EDITION:

Residential College winners are:
Clark College • Stephen Hunt
Elizabeth College • Andrew Perkins
Hart College - Marianne Stonefield
Hester College • Kristen Shepard
Regents College • Aaren Cadd
Richmond College - Melissa Crespo
Springer/Franklin College • Reese Hawkins
White College • Michelle Fain
Se~i-Fina(S'
1ueS'dav • 8 p.~.
Love++ Auditoriu~
Genera( Ad~iS'S'ion $2.

Murrav State /do(

FIND CASH FOR COLLEGE.
Click on the scholarships link on the top bar of our site, and
browse a scholarship search to conned with over 650,000
scholarship awards, worth $2.5 billion.

Visit 'www.thenews.org
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University employees see insurance premiums decrease
Stefanle Davenport
Cuntril1uting Writ~r
This is the: lirlit yc<tr Murray
Stith~ ha!i !1cen <tbh: hi lower
heithh in!iiurance prc:miums
itnd have it dircL·tly benefit the:
fitCUJty itJid Slitff.
After a 7.1J perccJI'\ incrca!te
i n hcillth insurllnc..: premiums
fu r 20H5, Muruy Sto~t..:, a self·
insured university, will implc·
ment a signilil·ant llecrcase fur
the 2U06 pt.m.
tlnivcn.ily Pre!'iJent f .
Kinl( Al~~<~nd\.'r
sent
a
ncwslcth:r hi 01U fill'uhy and
st.aff Sept. 21l :.~nnuundnl( the

new rates for employees.
Act:ording to the memo,
must .:mployc:es at othc:r uni·
versities CXpt!Cl a U) to 12 pt!r•
cent increase in 20C)6. Murray
State's insuunce rates will
del·rease by 6 pc:rcc:nt.
Juyce Gurdun. assudate vkc
prc!>ident
fur
Uunun
Hc!>uurces, credits
the
decrease tu i.m:rcascd faculty
and stdf wt.:Uness plans.
·~rhcre ili nu que10tiun that
wcllncslli is pl;~ying a very bite
piece in this," <.iordon said.
"There h;~vc bcc:n many wdl·
nClilli Jlrograms on CilmJlUS,
health fairs and doctors offer·

intc free scr.:enintcs."
The: m11re the !t>laff j(ets
involved in takinj( care llfthdr
own health, the cheaper health
c<~re will he, (;ordun saW.
The hct~lthicr the st<~ff. the
lc:ss health care willc:vcn need
tu be used. Abuut 17S faculty
hilve been invulvcd in a hcilhh
class ur health prul(ram.
"My j(llill is tu tic the well·
ness cuncel'' tu the insurance
premium," Gurdun said. "A
healthy lifestyle could l..:ild hi
a discount on insurllnce (fur
fal"Uhy mcml1c:rs).M
Aleunder wrutc: in the
mc:mo that increased case

man:agement,
utili.tiltion
reviews, lind l(lwer hil(h clilirus
cush. have alsl) ~untributed tu
manal(ing uur helllth care
custs fur the cuming year.
fur 20US, Murray State (ac·
ulty l'ilid s~s with .. standard
l' ayment plan. Fn r th~· y~·ar
20()(,, they will have tu 1\JY $l'J.
"We arc 1\ruu,lthat w~ suhsidize tu the family," <;unlun
said. "Wc dcddcd tn ,·hantc''
the t'remium custs hec;~use it
hdtlS everyone. lt w<&s where
th< l(rl!ill<st il''ud cuulJ he
June:."
filmily custs ;,ue nne \lf the
must significant decreases. In

21111S, if empluyces have a
lipuuse and children, they
wuuhl t'aY
a month. In
2006, the payment will he $B2
a munth.
"The employee pr.:miums
((nr family ,·ovcratce) at Mur·
r;ly ~tall.' .If\.' l'uusiJaahly h.'lis
than ;11 tlw twu pf\•viuus ~·,l(·
l,·tc~·s wh,·r,· 1 wurk'-'''· whkh i.'
a j(tlud thin!(," s:ti,t Junatl111n
1\wuri, assistant ptufl'!'SIIr ul'
ill'tintc.
lluwcver, employee!> shuuiJ
nut expect this tr.:nd 111 lilst.
''W< dun't wurry ilhl)Ul teet·
ling custs down or trying tu
project them," Gurdun said.

sun

"We just try hi manat~c this
inaeasc. lleahh insurance is
volatile."
The lnsuranc.: liOll ltcndlts
Ctllnmittee is restl\IDsiM~ fur
making rcCllmmendatiuns un
the prl.'mium rates.
t;uHiun wants tu l'llSUh'
''llll'h'yccs JCel ''rl.',lit fur thi"
'''''-'rcas'-' in premium rat~·!>.
"t \ur starhlintc l'tlntlllittc,•,
th;tt h;ls huth fantlty anll st.efi
rl.'pre~·nt atives, have a,,•,•n
actively invnlveJ in how we:
mllnilgt! hulth care cost," <.inr·
don Sllid. "This WitS ~ (lOOd
ycilr, a gruur dfort."

Brown-Forman creates tasty, new whiskey Officials agree to remove
{AI') VUtSAlll.F.S - l>u!tt· he hils llsked buurbun makers
in.,: uff a pr..:·l'ruhil1itiun fur the pllsl d<cilJ~ why thc:y
redpc, liruwn·Ft•rman Curp. weren't rruducing il fuur·l(rilin
hoi!o- l'rl.'atcd ll dbtin..:tivdy Jif· hourh()n.
fcrenl buurbon "' ih Wuu,l·
'The huurhnn industry is
furl! Wc,ervc Ji!ttill,·ry, <~ pl.,cc very steeped in tr;aJitiun,
Jllll'k.ed with whiskey·JOilkinl( illmust lei the roinl uf bdng
history ..mid pkturc,~ue thur· stuhbmn," he Silid. "I respect
IIUj(hhrcll (iirO\s.
lr<&dition a lut and J fC:SJlCClthe
Af~t~r six yc;ars uf iltcinl(,
industry fur having their trildi·
sumc uf the: llmher·hucd huur- tiun~o, hut somctimc:s the lrilili·
hun i~> 11ut u( the h;urcl!t and lions ciln J~tcr crelltlvit y. Su
ready fur !iiippintc by li~uur <Ali· it's nice: to ftnliUy sec 1 cumpll·
dunadus willintc tu .s pend ny putting out a four· l(uin
S7'J.'.)l) per bnlllc frum the spc· pruduct."
ci;d a,.,,~·h.
liruwn-formlln isn'tthc: only
l'itft u( whitt makes this Kentucky bourbon maker hl
huurl1un unique i' ll!t j(r<~in c:xperimc:nt
with
new
recitlC uf curn, rye, malt lind whiskeys.
whc<~t . Thus the hatch's no~me:
llcilven llill l>istllleries,
W uudfurd Mc!iierve h1ur t;rain. whose: bourbon brlln,l5 indude
Typic.,lly, huurhun i' m;~de Evan Williams lind Elijah
with thrc:c: tcrains. 'l\ 1 he l'iiUeJ Criltg, is intruJucing Uernhcim
" huurl1un, the whi!oltcy must Oritcinlll Kc:ntucky Straight
cuntliJO "' lell~t Slperccnt corn Whellt Whiskey.
in thc m.tsh ;~mt ili(C ill miniPllrkcr Hearn, master dis·
mum 11f tw11 yco~rs in new tiller at llcn~n llill ilnd j(rand
cho~rred white oak h.trrd!o-.
nephew uf Jim lkllnl, said he:
l .uuiwillc·h<~!tc d Bwwn-Fur·
didn't km1w what 111 ~xp.:ct
rn01n pruJuced cnuutch fuur- when h~ distillc:d th~ finot
gum huurhun 111 fill 2,1lOU hlltch uf Ucrnheim five: ynrs
l.'.t~e!t , 'fhc liqum will re;~ch
ate•'·
stme lthclveJo I kt . l, slllrtllll( in
"We crilnked it nut, put it in
Kentucky itnd th..:n llopreadinl( ll bared and aflc:r abuut il year
tu cities natiunwide. Or"·e ..
we: s11id, 'Mlln, we think w~·vc:
the holllc~ arc !10111,1, lhiit'!t it struck pay dirt.' It rully hils
there\ nu re~rvc swds.
itl(cd well and turned ()ut hc:t·
I )n~ industry nhserver's
ter th"n 1 ever thoutcht," he
re'l"""c 111 Bruwn·l·urmiln's S<~id .
ne w t wht un huurhun: It's , Ucrn hdm's guin recitlC cun·
.ahuut time.
sists uf Sl percent whe.al, ~I)
John I hnscU, puhii!thcr .. nJ perl"ent curn lind lt> rcrccnt
cdit11r 11f M<~lt Allvucat~. a con· m ..ltcd l1<trlcy. The first year' s
'umer·whi,k..:y mo~j(alin c, JoiliJ pro•luctiun w ..!IO enuul(h tu ftJI

u

OAi1UUl S,t)()t) Cases, RlU!tl uf
which shuuld start rellchintc
stures by the end l)( Septetn·
llcr. The new whiskey will sell
fm $~1J.W a hnttle and initially
willilc suM inn sto~tc:s, indud·
intc Kcntud!.y.
Beaven llill has increllscd
pruductiun u( Ucrnhcim slil(ht·
ly thrnul(h the years. The tar·
((l!lcd j(CUUil is lhl.' slime as th..:
Wnndfunl Hescrvc a:uur (;rain
- whiskey aftciunadus.
"ll's alwilyli l(nod to try
something new, plus uep the
trilJitiun R\ling," Bc:am said.
"Wc:'ve ((Ut the 11est of buth
wurlds."
Brown-l:urman's fuur-grain
offering is the first in ll pcriud·
ic sc:rics uf special buurbuns
the l'OmJlany plilns as put uf
its M.aster's Gullecti•l n.
Each will he limited in quiln·
tity and triple Jistilled in cupper Jl(ll stills annther chilrllc·
tc:ristic uf huurbon crafted at
the Wnmlfurd Reserve dis·
tillc:ry, il pli1Ce where whiskey
hils bec:n mllde since the early
lM(K)s. Ncilrhy, th\lrnughhre,l!t
tcrnc nn culling pasturdan,ls
in Kentucky's filmed Bluctcrass
rc:((ion.
Chris Mt~tris, mllster di10·
tiU.:r uf WonJft~td Me~oc:rve ,
saiJ si(lpintc the fuur-tcrain
hnurbun will hiJChlil(ht the
cr.,(tsmlln!thi&l tu make SUl'h
whiskey.
Mit's »lmust like we put uur
lllnt.:rn under the bushel has·
kct," M11rris said. "We don't
~hinc euuul(h hecausc we're

cun~istcnt

high qu<tlit y and nut
ll h11 uf frilb . Ami this is l(llinl(
to alluw us tu let the U~otht
shine out uf the 11askct."
ll<~nscll, of Milh Advm·:llc,
!tJi,t the (our·JCto~in huurhun
Wuuld build IWllreni!!\S fur
llrown·furm;&n 's
sil(nat urc:
Wuudfurd Hcserve, il small·
hatch hranll that had a prmluc·
t ion run nf :thuut n ,1100 l':JS\•S
IJst ycilr.
"Whilt that will du h; Jrive
sill,•s fur the rt:KUlar W\Hh.lfunl
Re~rve ," he liilid.
Addinl( wh.:attuthe (urmulil
l(ives the new 11t1urbun a nully
flavur, Murris said. lie alsu
revivell 11n old Uruwn·Fmm<&n
y.:ast strain daling hlld hi thc
mid·liJth century.
Mnrris said he was n't sure
how long it would take ' the
fuur· j(rilin whh.key tn fully
mature liS it aged in the ware·
huuse. Jt'.s a timc·hunurcd
prol·ess that can't he ru10hcd.
"It literally hits il llCak. and
it's j(ninl( to he th-.:rc fnr a little
11it," he sllid.
F. Paul Pacult, l!llitnr u( Spir·
it Jnurn<&l, s<&itl llruwn-Furmt~n
and Heaven lliU were lilppinl(
intu consumer demand fur
new,
Slledal
I'H·mium
whiskeys th.u huild un the
lltlpularity nf small· hill~h and
sintclc·harrd whiskeys.
''Ttwy ar~ jU!>l dwm&lintc ill
the hit fur new stuff," said p,.~·
uh . ..An\1 rricc rcillly .tucsn't
enter inh1 it ;u• mu,·h as they
just want to try sum,· n~·w.
inten•,tintc thinl('·"

4 fraternities' suspension
Stephanie Zeller
N,·ws F,titur
SIA'II•·f\••'tht•rk'WS.tlrg

Univ ersity official~ dedlled
Munday 1t1 remove sudal sus·
p,·nsiun from the (uur frater·
nitics whuse memhers :hlntit·
ted 111 cunsumint~ llkuhul at
the (;reck Rctrelll.
l>un Ruhcrtson, vil-e: presi·
dent ,,( Student Afiairs. Mike
Y nunj(, assist~nt vil-e prcsi·
dent uf Student Affairs and
Jim Haurcr, lut.:rfraternity
Cuundl aJviser. all met at
IJ:.~U il.m. in the Curris Center
uffice 111 r.:vicw writt<n sui1Dlissillns 11n each frah:rnity
chapt.:r's llllsitinn :~hnut h11w
the indivhlu<&b who drank
aknhul at the retreat w,·re
hdJ rCS!lllnsi\llc.
Yuunl( saiJ the tcrnup made
it!< dcdliiun un whether the
futerniti<!i' ~haaltc:rs held the
individuals <&ct:nuntahl,• illr
thdr il~li\1ns .
"It 's nut always the l(tuup's
fault fur whilt a rncmher
dues," Ymmj( sai,l. "Su when
you h•1hl " specific mcml1cr
a,·cnuntahlc fur inapprurrillh!
hl•havinr, it hdps tn str,•ntcth·
t:n lh,• tcrmap ,,v,·rall.M
' l'hc frah•rnitks arc alltlW''''
111 lwld ll;trti,•s if 1hey iulluw
th~ U:<: JHIIid'-"s. Yuunac !'<till.
Th'-' fr:.t,·rniticl' af\' still un
pruh.at iun, whida me:ms th~·

Onivcrsit y will ,.,,ntimw 111
,1hscrve them, until scrvi,.,.
huurs arc Ctlnll'leted.
"As l11ng liS they du thl..' ritcht
things, the pmb;~lt,,n will j(tl
awily," Y11Unj( said.
Th.: ,,flidals will th,•n 1
dn·illl.' if ilny fraternitil'S
remain llll tnohatiun f,llhlW·
intc the cumpl~ti,,n of sc:rvic<
huurs. he said.
Rob Whitiicld, f\Ublic relit·
tiuns dircctur fur I FC, said via
e-mail
lht
inJividuiils
involved were in the prucess
llf Cllmpletintc their cc.1mbineJ
MS h,1urs this week liOJ w,1uilt
tin.ish tomormw.
"The lnterfraternit y Council applau,ls the lJnivl..'rsity's
'lcd!iiun tu withJraw sudal
suspcnsiun Nanctiuns fwm the
fuur fraternities invulvcd in
the Junathiln Cr~ck incident,"
Wbitfidd uid.
Whitfield llilill tht IFC has
nu l'lans 111 investitc<tte the
inci,lcnt furth~r.
"The lnt~rfratcrnit y Cuun•
dl hclicvcs th<~t its Sl,Oiltl
monetary ;and KS hour l'UIII·
munity ~rvkc dun<Atiuns arc
ildcqu:.~te rc:stitutiun f\lf ;~ny
:end all l."\lffi(llainb
hy
h111athan Cr'-·ck," WhillidJ
said. "l:ulluwinac the l'llllll'''"'·
tiun uf the Junathan Cre,•k
,·uuummity ~rvkc huurs, tlw
entire ind,l,•nt will ~· ,·unsht·

m,.,,

er~··l du~·,l ."

Tbe kJW'ii¥JtS OF tbe KenTucky EpsrUm
Cbcqrrex OF S1qma Pb1 EpsdDn wo~ b~ TO
~nrze and welcome The 38 OJtrSTandlnq
mer wbo bave JOined orot IDllQ.~ kJWTbe,U,ood:
Ausrm ColJoon
AUSTill WyaTT
Boh Harba way

BRanoon SanhoRn
B~tyanr WtilLizeR
CIJRIS MllllCI~

CJ

Husrou

Dam~L Auk~t~cbr

Dave NoRmanseLL
DeRek Nance
DusTin ·smnh
Housron ElLis

)ak~ Hay(j~n
) am~ s WasiJI>u ~til

)acok Roach
oe BeR(jenhausen
joe Shan~
John AttO~tttltt
john Ro&~ RT

. )onariJan RaJ

)o~t~an Tur:.ne~t.

)osiJ SayloR
Kye Sells

MITc1J~Ll Hulrman

N1ck Dooley
Ree~ CLaP.P.
Rotuue Walls
Ryan BallaR~
Ryan SmiTIJson
Ryan Wrll1ams
Scorr HuLleR
Shawn BRuce
TaloR OL~
TRavis Lane
TyleR Perry
TyleR Swrm
WaRRen Tbompson
Zac Smnb
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Memorial Univers~ty fixes card system problems
honors life Residential colleges
lock up after midnight
of soldier
Marianne Stonefield

Staff Writer

mstonefield@theno?ws.org

(AP) LEITCHFIELD - A Kentucky
Ill-functioning card access sys·
National Guard soldier killed in Iraq was
terns at Residential Cnllcgc should
rcmemb~red by his adopted hometown
nor longer trouble students after
at a memorial service Wednesday.
midnight.
William Alvin Allers lll, who was
David Wilson, interim director of
posthumously promoted to staff
sergeant, died last week when his a road- · Housing. said logistical problems
side bomb hit his Hum vee about 40 miles · occurred when the old card access
system was updated. Wilson said
north of Baghdad.
most residential colleges kept their
Allers, 28, had taken part in more than
front doors unlocked aft<'r midnight
twtl do7.cn battles with Iraqi insurgents
until the problem was solved.
while participating in 150 combat patrols
There were no known security
and 50 security escorts, according to
issues while the doors remained
Guard officials.
open. he said ..
Crystal Wilson wrote a tribute to her
"We work with (the n•siuential
brother-in-law for the memorial s('rvice
colleges) because we have a desk
attended by about lSO people at the
staff 24/7," Wilson said. "We try to
American Legion Post 81 in this western
get people to gn through the front. If
Kentucky tuwn.
we had to shut down the desk for
Wilson, 23, was too choked with emoany reason, thl•n we would lock the
tion to read the tribute. She wept and
door."
leaned her head on the shoulder of
However. a residential college's
another mourner who read Wilson's
use of the card access after midnight
words.
"He wasn't just a brother-in-law," said • docs not make the building mnrc
secure than others, he said.
Regina Talley, reading Wilson's tribute.
"That's up to the Individual colTalley's son is in Allers' unit, the 617th
lege," Wilson said. "Every building
Military Police Company.
docs it different every yt.>ar. Most
"He was a friend, a leader and most of
students probably don't want the
all, my hero. He will forever be missed
doors locked."
and loved," Wilson wrote.
Marty jacobs. college head for
Gov. Ernie Fletcher praised Allers as a
Springer-Franklin, said he did not
"model soldier" and "one of Kentucky's
know of any security problems conbest."
cerning students using their Racer·
"He showed incredible bravery under
cards who enter the building late at
fire, truly a leader,'' said Fletcher, who
night.
earlier in the day attended a departure
Residents arc not able to access
ceremony in Madisonville for 50 Kenthe building through rear entrances.
tucky Guard soldiers headed to Iraq.
which was the main issue. Jacobs
In the Sept. 20 blast that killed Allers,
said.
two other Kentucky Guardsmen were
"Students arc complaining about
injured. the military said. They were
walking around to thl' front of the
Oown to Landstuhl, Germany, for treatbuilding," he said. "We don't have
ment of their injuries.
any problems in front of our buildMaj. Gen. Donald Storm. Kentucky's
ings as far as I knuw. Going through
adjutant general, also praised Allers'
the front dour is hopefully making
bravery, and said the tragedy would not
students feel secure."
diminish the Guard's resolve to carry out
Ann Landini, college head fM
its mission in Iraq.

Hart. said although the college's
front door remained open late at
night, nn security issues have been
reported this semester.
,
"With ours, (students) have to
come righr in by the security guard,"
Landini said. "We have really bcen
enforcing showing IDs (after midnight)."
The decision to lo~k the front
door after midnight was ultimately
up to Hart's Residential College
Council, Landini said. However, the
proposal ctmnot be voted on until all
residents nrc registered in the card
system.
"We hnvc talked about it briefly,"
Landini said. "There's been discussion in tht· lobby and on the floors."
Emily Chambers, sophomore from
Louisville. said Hart College should
Jeave its front doors unlocked after
midnight because it is unnecessary.
''You're going to go through security anyway," Chambers said. "1
think it's going to be more of a hassle. If they dn it they should open the
side doors (a~ well)."
Though Hart leaves its front door
unlocked after midnight, Chambers
said she feels safe.
"People sneaking people in is
always an issue." she said.
Daniel
Erb,
senior
from
Edwardsville, Ill., said Elizabeth College's front d(lor is generally locked
after midnight but has remained
propped opl'n whiil• residents' information is entered into the system.
He said potential problems might
atlst.> Whl'n the doors :1re locked.
A.c. president of Elizabeth's Residential College Council, Erb said the
council does not have a say in
whether when the doors are locked.
"Everyone \<\ill be complaining
that it'll bl• more of a hassle,'' Erb
said. "The security b'llards wlll have
to jump up (to open the door for
people who forget their Racercards).
l really don't understand it, personally."

photo illustrations by £:ric Cummins!T/Je News

Students have not had to swipe their Racercards to enter their
colleges, because the card system has been nonoperational.
However, this will change since the system was fixed..
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The gentlemen of
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

would like to welcome the
Fall 2005 ''Psi'' class!
Aaron Carrico

David Borum

Adam Forsyth~~

Qerek Rister
'
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Now you don't have to get
clressecl to get your news!
Everything In our
newspaper ancl more Is
lust a click away at

theneVIs.org

Craig Olsen

"\1
Darrick Pinkston

Nathan Cruse

Wesley Cullen

Visit us online at www.thcne\vs.org
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Motivation
easy to find
for rifle team
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

After missing the chance to compete in
its 25th consecutive NCAA Championships last season, rifle team members
will not only have rifles on their shoulders this year but also a large chip.
Head Coach Ann Proctor and her rifle
team has been thinking about last season
and the void of not going to the NCAAs.
"I think that motivation will be a huge
driving force for us this year," Proctor
said. "We're going to make it this year."
The 2005-06 season started in the right
direction Saturday when the Murray
State Gold team defeated Tennesseeartin's mixed team 4,613 to 4,540, out of
possible 4,800. The two schools also
elded
two other teams to compete in the
[
atch as Murray State's Blue team scored
l1l 4,527, beating the 4,433 Tennessee-Martin's women's team posted.
The Racers' overall performance
against the two Tennessee-Martin squads
~ n the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range impressed
tproctor.
1 "We shot really well this weekend,"
Proctor said. "I mean, they were here all
'day. It's hot. There's no air, and they
stuck it out and shot really well."
Shooters faced off in two competitions,
1he air rifle and smallbore, and earned an
aggregate score lhat was added into the
team score. The air rifle and smallbore
have a maximum possibility of 600 points
with the aggregate maximum being 1,200.
Before shooting, coaches split the
cams, made up of four shooters in both
air rifle and smallbore. There can be four
different people in each event, but Proctor said two or three shooters usually participate in both events.
Freshman Bryant Wallizer led the Gold
team and all individual competitors with
an 1,170 aggregate score, shooting 588 in
air rifle and a 582 in s maUbpre. Sophomore Cameron Hicks shot an 1,156 aggregate, tying Wallizer for the best smallbore
score of the match and firing a 574 in air
rifle.
Wallizer, from Little Orleans, Md., said
his major reason for coming to Murray
State was its rifle program, but there were
other factors that played into his decision.
"Whenever I was choosing colleges, I
pretty much narrowed it down to all the
shooting schools," Wallizer said. "From
there, I went with academics and what
would suit me best. Since Murray is a
smaller school and the campus is pretty
nice, I decided to come here."
Wallizer has his eyes set on the team
winning the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship and advancing to the
NCAA Championship through its Sectional match.
"I definitely want to win the OVC's,"
Wallizer said. "The NCAAs are definitely
a possibility. It might not happen this
year, but next year. I think we're bringing
in pretty good recruits, and we'll definitely do it next year."
Junior Josiah Brooks had an 1,144 aggregate with a 574 in air rifle and a 570 in
smallbore. Sophomore Dan Belluzzo and
senior Alex Culbertson competed in one
event each for the Gold and Blue teams as
Belluz.zo shot a 580 in small bore and Culbertson scored a 563 in air rifle.
Tennessee-Martin's mixed team took
out three freshmen representing the Blue
team. Kevin Witbrodt fired an 1,144 aggregate with a 576 in air rifle and a 568 in
smallbore to lead the Blue team.
Erica Meece and Dan Taylor were the
other two freshmen competing, and Belluzzo and Culbertson shot in the two
events they did not for the Gold team.
Freshman Joe Shane shot as an individual
for Murray State.
Jaymi Collar led Tennessee-Martin's
mixed team with a third-place finish. Collar had an 1.153 aggregate, firing rounds of
579 in smallbore and 574 in air rifle.
Murray State continues its season this
weekend at the Ole Miss Invitational in
Oxford, Miss.

phot~

by Cindi Crip~Wguest

Senior linebacker Keith McClain tackles Illinois State quarterback Luke Dr one as another Redbird player sandwiches him.

Redbirds unrelenting in win
.159-game scoring Streak stopped
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dce~t/Jyurws.org

Western Kentucky defeated the Racers 14·0 in Bowling Green in 1991, which,
until Saturday, marked the
last time an opponent held a
Murray State football team
scoreless.
The 159-game streak without being shut out ended
Saturday in a 42-0 defeat at
Illinois State in Normal, Ill.
The loss in the Racers' fmal
tune-up before the Ohio Valley Conference schedule
starts dropped its record to
1·2.
Illinois State played Iowa
State earlier this season, a
team ranked No. 23 in the
nation by the Associated
Press. The Redbirds lost a
close game 32-21. so Head
Coach Joe Pannunzio knew
the Racers would be going
up against tough competition.
"Illinois State has a really
good football team. and they
played really well," Pannunzio said. "You have to give
them respect for how they
played, and it helped us
learn how to compete with
teams like that."
Ken Topps, starting junior
quarterback, suffered two
bruised shoulders in the
game against Indiana State,
which made second·string
sophomore Ryne Salyer the
starter against Illinois State.
Topps replaced Salyer
after the Racers fell behind
28-0 with two minutes left in
the fust half. Salyer completed 5-of-13 passes for 23 yards.
Topps did not fare much better in the passing game, com·
pleting 6-of-9 for 45 yards.
Offensively, the Racers
were stuck in neutral

Sophomore quarterback Ryne Salyer (right) and senior lineb acker Tony
Ryan (middle) speak to a referee before t he start of Saturday's game. Salyer
started the game with junior Ken Topps sidelined with shoulder injuries.
throughout the game and a
typically potent running
attack was held to 63 yards.
The dual threat of tailbacks
Chad Cook and Nick Turner
were limited to just 22 yards
on 22 carries. Toppf led the
Murray State ground game
with 22 yards.
The defense surrendered a
whopping 319 yards rushing
and yielded a total of 469
yards to the Redbirds'
offense. Tailback Pierre

Rembert carried the ball 14
times for 139 yards and
scored two touchdowns on
ll· and 56-yard runs.
"We want to put that game
behind us and think about
what is ahead of us,'' Pannunzio said. "I'm disappointed in how we played, but I
never imagined we would
come in here and get beat·
42·0."
Senior fullback Bo Baxter
could not recall a loss like

this one and knows the team
need to improve.
"This is the worst loss we
have had since 1 have been
here," Ba.xtcr said. ..We've
jw>t got to go back to the
drawing board and put in
some hard work and figure
out where we are."
The Racers had a week to
establish its identity in
preparation f(,1r its OVC
opener Saturday against
Tennessee
Tech
in

Cookeville, Tenn. The Golden Eagles ~an its conference schedule with a 52-3
loss to Eastern Kentucky.
Murray State had no problem with Tennessee Tech
last season when the Racers
opened the game with 21
first quarter points, enroute
to a 34-15 victory at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The Racers' ground game
got rolling early and never
looked back with 200 yards
on 45 rushes.
Every other OVC school
has played a conference
game except TennesseeMartin, Eastern Illinois,
Jacksonville State and Eastern Kentucky all started
their schedules with wins.
Jacksonville State and Eastern Kentucky play each
other this week in a game the
Racers will be watching
closely.
Samford, Tennessee State,
Tennessee Tech and Southeast Missouri State lost their
fust OVC games.
Pannunzlo said he is glad
the conference games are
beginning for his team.
"We need to start looking
towards the OVC schedule,"
Pannunzio said. "We have
Tech this weekend and
hopefully we can get back on
track."
The highly touted Murray
State offense sits last in the
conference in total offense,
and that statistic will have to
improve against a Tennessee
Tech 'defense ranked third in
the OVC. The one area
where the Racers excel on
both offense and defense is
in the red zone as both
offense and defense are
ranked first in the league.
Kickoff is scheduled for 1
p.m. Saturday at Tucker Stadium.

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 6 p.m.
MLB Baseball
Yankees at Red Sox
Saturday: CBS @ 11:30 a.m.
NCAA Football
Ole Miss at Tennessee

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NCAA Football
Notre Dame at Purdue
Sunday: CBS @ noon
NFL Football
Colts vs. Titans

Murray State Events
Today: Soccer @ 4 p.m.
Cutchin Field
Morehead State at Murray State

Saturday: Football @ 1 p.m.
Thcker Stadium
Murray State at Tennessee Tech

Tonight: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Racer Arena
Austin Peay at Murray State

Sunday: Soccer @ 2 p.m.
Cutchin Field
Austin Peay at Murray State
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Easy formula
for enjoying
great weekend

~

AutumnBoaz
Contributing Writer

Laziness + (insert sport here) - worry =
a great weekend.
This simple equation is about as easily
proved as E"'mc2, and, trust me, being the
sports junkie that I am, I proved it last
weekend. Aside from a couple mid-week
tests I needed to begin studying for, my
weekend consisted of laziness and football, two of the three essential parts of the
equation.
I eliminated worry by studying a little
bit and convincing myself that I would
study later. With all factors in place, I was
ready for three days
of bliss.
W ith no classes on
Friday. I have a
three-day weekend
every week. I really
can't complain about
the pitiful fall break
we get because I get
about 15 of them.
Friday happened
to be my most productive day as I hit
up
Miller
Golf
Course for 18 holes.
Nathan
I usually walk, but I
beard
guess I wanted to Cli.I.JAeD
get going with the
Sports Editor
lazy theme early - I paid for a cart. I felt
somewhat justified. though, since Mother
Nature has no idea when fall is supposed
to start. It was a great start to the weekend, but it was bound to get better
because of coUege and pro football.
I'm su re I can't be the only one who has
noticed this, but the television providers
in Murray are probably the best in the
nation. Saturday morning, I woke up with
like six college football games to choose
from. Six! I mean, come on. I'd feel guilty
and ashamed if I didn't take advantage.
The Ohio State versus Iowa game was
no good, but Purdue versus Minnesota
went into overtime. Penn State versus
Northwestern was won in the final minutes. Notre Dame versus Washington
offered some brief intrigue with Tyrone
Willingham facing his old athletes, but
Michigan versus Wisconsin provided
another injection of excitement and
adrenaline as the Badgers knocked the
Wolverines out of the top 25.
If you love football in general, thls
week,end Wf\S for you. l felt Hke a kid during Halloween since I picked what I liked
and left the rest alone. I wasn't forced to
watch the popcorn balls of the group
since I had all the mini candy bars I could
dream of.
The next morning, I bad pro football,
and the television coverage is about the
same as the college games. Two different
games are usually on the CBS channels
and one on FOX.
I made sure I woke up Sunday in time to
catch the pregame shows and some breakfast. I set up my laptop to broadcast the
Bengals game over the radio, and I muted
the TV so I could listen. It's really the perfect setup, listening to one game while
watching others. The couch has to have
an indent in the right band corner from
where I sat all weekend.
The equation proved itself right once
again this week, but next week could be
even better with more college and pro
football along with the tinal days of the
pennant races in baseball.
The Red Sox and Yankees are in near
gridlock heading down the wire, and it
wiU be hard to tum my head away from
three games between these two teams to
decide the American League East.
Don't forget about the Indians, either.
as they have brought back visions of the
90s when guys like Jim Thome, Manny
Ramirez and Albert Belle carried them to
division titles. Jacobs Field is returning to
its old form when they sold out every single home game.
Both series between the Red Sox and
Yanks and Indians and White Sox are
basically defacto playoff series. Losers
schedule plans for a long winter while the
successors move on for postseason baseball.
It's going to be an incredible sports
weekend thls week, and there is no way
I'm going to miss this.
Chances are, since it's Friday, I'm
already proving the equation again.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

The men's and women's
tennis teams traveled to the
University of Tennessee
Chattanooga last weekend
and came back with a preview of the spring season.
"It's always good in the
fall to get opportunities to
play these tournaments just
to give our young kids a
chance to play." said Mel
Purcell, men's head coach.
"We're just looking forward
to getting out and working
hard."
Purcell said the fall tournaments a re organized to
p repare teams for the spring
season. T he tournaments
are strictly individual which
gives players a chance to
strengthen their play while
coaches use the op portunity
to analyze players and make
adjustments to improve
throughout the fall.
"Our primary e mp hasis
(in the fall) is not on winning and losing, it's on
learning to compete," womep's H ead Coach Connie
Keasling said. "There's no
way that an athlete can
worry about winning a nd
losing every time they step
on the court. Otherwise,
they never have a chance to
grow as players."
During these tournaments
players are divid ed into
three classes, A, Band c. A
being the most competitive.
This allows players to compete against athletes of an
equal standard in order for
the play to be more beneficial.
Last weekend. junior Fadi
Zamjaoui won the class A
singles consolation championship at the 2005 Steve
Baras Fall Tennis Classic.
After Zamjaoui lost his
first match to North Alabama's Guilherme Fons. 7-S
and 6-1, he fought back to

win three matches in a row.
After the withdrawal from
the University of Tennessee-Martin's
Danny
McGuire in the semifinal
round, Zamjaoui earned a
place in the consolation

the match by winning the
second set 6-4. Zamjaoul
defeated Krywacz in the single ticbrcaking third set
game.
On the women's team.
freshmen Adriana Alvarez

championship match.
Zamjaoui won the tirst set
of his championship match
without losing a single game
to his opponent, Alfredo
Krywacz from North Alabama. However. Krywacz tied

Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
cdillard@thenews.org

Mu rray State's women's soccer
team opened Ohio Valley Confere nce play last weekend and dropped
two close games to Austin Peay and
Tennessee Tech.
The Racers traveled to Clarksville,
Tenn .. Friday. to take on the Governors. Austin Peay jumped out to a n
early lead, scoring two goals in the
first 10 minutes, one 27 seconds into
the match.
"Against Austin Peay, we came out
real tentative, played hesitant and
they drilled us in the first ten minutes," said head coach Mike Minielll.
Murray State cut the lead in the
last minute of the first half when
sophomore forward Christie Arnett
scored the first goal of her Racer
career. making the score 2-1 at half·
time.
Arnett's unassisted goal was the
Racers' only score of the evening.
Austin Peay ensured a victory
when Erica Dengler scored her second goal of the evening with less
than four minutes remaining.
The Governors out shot the Rae~
ers 24-12. Mu rray State goalies Annie
Fortier and Heather Jones combined
for six saves to Austin Peay's four.
The Racers must come out
focused at the beginning of every
game to avoid another flurry of scoring in the first ten minutes, team
captain Laura Oppegard said.
''Just the flrst five minutes of the
game, everyone has to be o n and
playing with intensity," Oppegard
said. "Once we get that fJISt goal
hopefully everything will fall into
place and it will just be a domino
effect."
The Racers also lost Sunday
against Tennessee Tech.
The teams played a scoreless first
half, but the Golden Eagles took the
lead six minutes into the second half.
"We were really dominating the
game against Tennessee Tech until
they scored on us and we got

~~r Control Window Tinting

''l'

Junior Casady Pruitt works on her serve during practice Wednesday afternoon. The women's team competed last weekend in Chattanooga, Tenn.

and senior Tami McQueen
advanced to the class B dou- ::
bles finals round of 16. T he
UNC Asheville team was
the first obstacle for the
Murray State women. but
they eliminated UNC 8-3.
After their opponents
withdrew in the quarterfinals, the Murray State
women were automatically
placed in the semifinals. T he
Racers went on to beat one
Jacksonville State team 8-4,
but lost in the finals 8-3 to a
different Jacksonville State
duo.
For McQueen and Alvarez
the doubles match was a ;
learning experience.
~~
''We were excited to have ·~
the opportunity to play !1
together." McQueen said. ..
"We went onto the court • '
knowing that we were pre- pared for the tournament, ..
and we were excited at the •
prospect of playing together
for the first time."
T he Murray State teams
also had several semifinal
appearances.
McQueen
advanced to class C singles
consolation for the women.
while sophomore Clayton
Clark did the same for the
men's team. Junior Rachael
Lask also made an appear- •
ance in the semifinals in the
A consolation bracket.
For the men's team, Fadi
Zamjaoui also was a force in
the doubles category when
he paired up with freshman
Hunter Gerlach. The team
fougl)t its way to the quarterfinals of the A doubles
bracket but was defeated in
the semifinals.
With two more tournaments left in the fall season,
both teams will continue
individual play this week·
end. The women will travel
to Indiana University to participate in the Hoosier Classic in Bloomington. Ind.,
while the men's team competes in Paducah.

Governors, Golden Eagles too much for soccer t~
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Freshman forward Kayla Jones gets in position to get the ball
as an Evansville player comes from behind to challenge her.
Evansville defeated the Racers 2-1 Wednesday at Cutchin Field.
uptight," Mike Minielli ~aid. uWhen
you're not scoring goals, your confidence is down and the defense feels
more pressured. The players get
tight and more tense. Our biggest
problem is from the shoulders up."
Tennessee Tech out shot Murray
State 20-12. Racer goalie Heath~:r
Jones notched 14 saves and illowed
one goal.
The Racers' struggles continued
Wednesday as they fell to Evansville,
2-1, in a nonconference game.
Evansville scored first 23 minutes
into the game and took a 1-0 lead
into the second half,
Murray State evened the score
when Rebekah Clay beat the Evansville keeper high in the 6lst minute.
Evansville. however, delivered the
dagger with less than 11 minutes
remaining and went on to win 2-1.
In spite of the loss, Racer goalkeeper Annie fortier broke the Murray State career saves record
Wednesday.
Fortier's sixth save in the tirst half

11

-:.1!o'::si=n~s?J
Fall arrivals!

Voted favorite consignment
shop three years in a row!
ma~

Murray, KY 42071
753-4087

~19~

Freshman mldftelder Lauren

,

broke Karen Fitzharris' record of 209
Falls looks to head a ball as an \
career saves.
Evansville
defender closes ln.
Miniclli said wins will come with
additional experience and confi- OVC victory of the season. Morebead is 0-2 in conference play, losing
dence.
"It's frustrating just because we against Jacksonville State and Samcan't get over the hump," Miniclli ford last weekend.
•I
said. "lt's hard to look at that record
The Colonels are I-1 in the OVC,
and feel good about it. We're playing defeating Samford, but losing to
all our games really close and some Jacksonville State. Eastern will face
games we've been the dominant Tennessee-Martin Friday before
team. Every time. we play we gain a crossing the state line to play the
little more experience."
Racers on Sunday.
Laura Oppegard said the Racers
Miniclli said the games wiU deter- •
are bonding and working on the mine whether the Racers can get
basics.
back on track or whether it will fall
"We're kind of struggling with our farther in the OVC standings.
confidence, but we have gotten a lot
"The toughest team we have to
closer through all our struggles,'' face this weekend is ourselves." he
Oppcgard said. "We're working on said. "We got to have these this
having fun and getting back to the weekend or we put ourselves in a
basics this week."
huge hole."
This weekt:nd the Racers welcome
The game time is 4 p.m. Friday
Morehead State and Eastern Ken- against Morehead, and the Racers
tucky to Cutchin Field.
. play Eastern Kentucky at 1 p.m. SunThe Eagles und the Racers will day. Both games will be played at
both be looking to pick up their first Cutchin Field.

~MMain
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Now accepting enrollment • ages 6 weeks to 9 years old
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Fall break
, offers chance
for fishing trip
•

photos by Amand.1 Van K.mncl/7'he News

The women's volleyball team joins hands during Its first conference match of the season Friday against Eastern Dllnols.

Freshmen players offer glimpse of future
Nathan CliDkenbeard

0-2 OVC) attack against the Panthers, recording a match-high 19 kills
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
on 50 chances. She had just one
attack error, and she used her 6-footTbe women's volleyball team 2-inch frame to account for the
opened its Ohio Valley Conference team's four blocks.
Three freshmen - setter Ashley
season last weekend with a pair of
losses against the defending regular Meagher, libero Heather Norris and
season co-champion Eastern Illinois outside hitter Alyssa Groves - all
contributed with solid games.
and Southeast Missouri State.
Eastern Illinois played Friday Meagher notched a double-double
night and left without losing a single with 30 assists and 10 digs while
game to the Racers, 30-23, 30-25, 30- Norris and Groves had 14 and ll digs,
25. The following night, with the respectively.
All this could not stop Eastern IlliRedhawks in town. the women
clawed out a win in the first set but nois setter Marcn Crabtree. who had
could not manage another, losing 28- match-highs in assists with 43 and
30, 30-26, 30-27, 30-24.
digs with 25. The Panthers proved
Head Coach David Schwepker why its ranked eighth in the nation
starts four freshmen and sometimes in digs per game as 'they had 72 in
three sets. The Racers are ranked
has five on the court.
"It's different for the freshmen lOth in the same category and tallied
because ev\ ry_iingle ~stake shqws, 55.
up; they're Playing teams at our
Freshman outside hitter Alison
level," Schwe{Sker said. "The girls Mugler showed Racer fans Saturday
have to work hard every single night what they have to look forward
game."
to as the 2005 Junior Olympic squad
Junior middle blocker Katie member recorded her third double·
Kemezys Jed the Murray State (2-7, double of the season. Mugler blasted
Sports Editor

•

•l
I

.,

•
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1

22 kills and led both teams in the dig
department with 30.
Junior middle blocker Holly
Jansen posted a career-high mark io
blocks with eight, and Kcmczys continued her steady play with 17 kills
and three errors: Norris had 26 digs
and fre.c;hman setter Kelsey Hubert
had a team-high 47 assists.
Schwcpkcr said he has loved the
fan support so far.
"The fans just need to be patient
with us," he said. "At the end of the
year you're going to sec a completely different team."
Jamie Baumstark for Southeast
Missourl State had a match-high 62
assists and Brenna Schlader tallied
20 kills in 47 chances. Defense was
the name of the game In this match
as the Racers nearly doubled its dig
total from Friday nights game with
103. SEMO kept pace with the
women, as the Redhawks tiad 90 of
its own.
The women are looking for their
flrst conference win as they take on
Austin Peay at 7 p.m. Friday in Racer
Arena.

Outd!~,umnist

Freshman libero Heather
Norris prepares to serve.

Men's rowing team earns 1st gold medal of '05 season
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org
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The Murray State men's
and women's rowing teams
participated in the Head of
the Licking in Wilder Saturday, and both continued to
show signs of improvement
at the regional event.
Despite finishing behind
Louisville, the Racers
trimmed seconds off their
time.
~e shaved off some seconds from the last time we
faced
off
against
pholo courtesy of MSURowtng.com
said
Bill The men's rowing team competes In the varsity fours race at the Head of the Licking in Wilder SaturLouisville,"
McLean. head coach. "We day. For the men, it was their first event of the season, and it was the women's second.
cut 20 to 25 seconds from
our time in the women's ability to work together.
and we are coming along ning this gold broke a bit of top competition at the
varsity fours."
"We had a very strong fairly well," Kroner said. a dry spell they had been event despite fewer colLouisville's A and B boats race, we were consistent "To
what
has
been going through."
leges participating.
finished first and second today, we kept our heads in described to me about preThe men finished with a
"Even though this was
ahead of the Racers.
the boat and worked well vious teams, it seems like time of 18:58.17, about 32 considered a small event by
"We're excited to medal together," Bogard said. we arc getting better as a seconds ahead of second- regatta standards, there was
in this event," McLean said. "There arc certain things program."
place Cincinnati. There still some great teams
"We really closed the gap we need to tweak, but we're
The men had been in a bit were nine crews in the there," McLean said. "Anyon Louisville today and looking good for the Head of a slump in the men's men's fours.
time you have a Louisville
we're really starting to of the Chattahoochee."
fours prior to Saturday. The
While the women's team and throw a Cincinnati in
improve."
In the individual competi- men earned their first gold is recognized as a scholar- there, it's going to be
The women's varsity four tion, Kroner won the gold of the season and broke the ship sport at Murray State, tough."
crew included seniors Sarah medal in the women's 19 minute mark for the first the same can not be said for
Next up for the rowing
Bullock, Rachel Hopper and event. This is Kroner's first time.
the men as it falls under the teams is a Homecoming
Lindsey Flowers, junior year, but she feels like the
"The men cleaned house, club sport category.
Event between alumni and
Tracy Bogard and freshman team is continuing to and I am really pleased with
Other teams competing the varsity team in Aurora
Andria Kroner.
improve, even when com- their
performance," included Butler, Xavier and and the Head of the ChattaBogard, the team captain, pared to previous teams.
McLean said. "Breaking 19 Miami (OH>.
hoochee Nov. 5 in Chatwas pleased with the team's
"We rowed really well minutes was huge, and winMclean knows there was tanooga.
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As some of you may know, we have a
fall break coming up. It's only a Friday off,
but that gives you a three-day weekend.
You might ask yourself, what could I do
with an extra day off? Plenty!
For instance, you could take one last
stand against winter and make a trip to
Destin, Fla. Wait, this poses another question. This is an outdoor column, so what
does Destin. Fla. have to do with the outdoors? Simple: it's the world's luckiest
fishing village!
Destin is one of North America's hot
spots for fishing. It is located on the pan·
handle of Florida on the Gulf of Mexico.
The area hosts a variety of fish species
which vary from the elusive blue marlin
to the red snapper.
The fiShing in Destin is usually done in
one of two ways, bottom fishing and
trolling. Bottom fishing is done by using a
big weight above a
swivel tied to a five
to six foot leader
with a large stainless
steel hook at the end.
The fish caught
while bottom fishing
consist of mainly
grouper, amberjack,
red snapper and triggerfish.
The
second
approach to deep sea
fishing is trolling.
Trolling is done by
Warren
dragging lures and
sometimes live bait
in the water behind
the boat. When trolling. anglers mainly
use artificial lures resembling squid, ballyhoo and other natural baitflsh. The fish
caught by trolling are marlin, sailfish, yellowfln tuna, mahi-mahi and king mackeral. Either way is sufficient, but an angler
gets more fJSh and quicker action by bottom fishing.
Destin's fishing fleet is composed of
nearly 200 luxury fishing yachts that
range from 40 to 70 feet in length.
The crews aboard these vessels have
years of experience on the water and try
their best to help you catch some monster
fish and make your day quite successful. I
have gone to Destin to fish for nearly 12
years. My friends and I usually go twice a
year m' thb twO.}jjeiilt fishing 'months! JwY
and October. With all the trips I have
made over the years, I have never bad an
unpleasant experience.
Our fall break is in the ftrst part of October, which is great timing on the part of
the administration. That puts the break
right in the heart of competition in tbe
annual Destin Fishing Rodeo. In its 57
years, the rodeo has become a tradition at
the harbor. The rodeo lasts throughout
October with the annual blessing of the
fleet and kick-off party beginning Oct. 1
and the closing awards ceremony and
banquet Oct. 31.
Anyone who goes fishing on a charter
boat in Destin is entered into the rodeo
with no entry fee required. The host for
the month long tournament is AJ's Bar and
Grill, a restaurant on the waterfront in the
middle of the harbor. It is the ideal for
place for proud anglers to showcase their
prized catch at the scales, which are located at the rear of the eatery. There is a
division in the rodeo for every fJSh
species. Cash prizes are given for the
biggest fish in every division at the closing of the scales at 8 p.m. every night.
Destin also has quite the night life. It
has an array of places that anglers can go
and celebrate their prize-winning catch or
lament the ones that got away. Destin is
about 30 minutes from Panama City
Beach, Fla., which is also a great destination for college students.
'
So if you get a chance, book a charter
boat for a day and enjoy the fishing the
Emerald Coast bas to offer. Leave after
classes Oct. 13, and 11 hours later, you
could be in paradise and iD some of the
most lucrative waters the world has to
offer. I know I will be going, and you
should, too. Load up and make a road trip
out of it, it won't be regretted. For more
information about booking a fishing trip
and the rodeo in Destin, visit www.destintlshingrodeo.org.
Warren King is the outdoor columnist for
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Golf team places 6th over weekend Sports Briefs•••
Uof Llooking at new basketball arena

Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdillard@thenrws.org

(AP) I.OUISVII.l.E - University of
Louisville President James Rantsey said he
supports the downtown arena site a task
force has chosen but won't back an arena
at all if it takes away from funding for academics.
In his unnual "state of the university"
'address Wednesday, Ramsey said the
school must get out the message that
money for academics and research at U of
Lis as important as financing a new downtown basketball arena.
''We must communicate, and then recommunicate, to all in this community
and state that it is the investment in our
people, the investment in human capital,
that drives true long·term opportunity for
all our citizens.'' Ramsey said.
The Louisville Arena Task Force is
scheduled to recommend the downtown
site Friday to Gov. Ernie Fletcher. It would
be built at Second and Main streets at a
cost of $299 million. The task force proposal calls for it to host U of l. men's basketball games and other events.
Ramsey said his preference would be an
arena on campus, although he supports

The Murray State men's golf
team hit the East Coast and the
Robert Trent Jones Golf Trail last
' weekend, finishing sixth out of 21
teams at the Sea Trail Intercollegiate Tournament in Sunset Beach,

N.C.

ll

•i·

Host team Elon University won
the tournament in comeback fashion, shooting a 13-under-par 275 on
Sunday to move from second place
to first and capturing the title.
Will Cox led the Racers, shooting a 214 (71-69-74). Cox finished
the first two rounds tied for f1rst in
the 104-player tournament but
shot a 74 in the final round, slipping to lOth overall.
Kyle Shirley shot a 216 (69-7275) and finished tied for 15th after
being tied for third going into the
final round.
Head Coach Eddie Hunt said he
was happy with Cox's and
Shirley's play but wants the team
to step up.
"We need stronger play from all
the players, not just two," Hunt
said.
As a team, the Racers were in
fourth place going into the fmal
round but were not on top of its
game Sunday, dropping to sixth.
Murray State finished only two
strokes behind the fourth-place
teams.
·•we should have probably
placed a little bit higher," Hunt
said. "We shot our worst round the
last day, which is not what we like
to do."
Other Racers of note include
Michael Craft, who shot a 221 and
finished 31st; Jamie Frazier, who
shot a 226 and fmished 57th; and
Nicholas Griffin, who shot a 233
and tied for 77th.
Shirley said the wind was blowing much harder Sunday, which
affected the players' scores.
Despite the lackluster final round,
the team's overall attitude has
been good.

the task force recommendation.
But he said he won't lobby lawmakers
for it if it means losing academic funding.
"That's something I've got to talk to legislators about and sec.'' Ramsey said after
hLc; address. "I can't at the expense of our
academic focus."
He said some arena proponents have
not demonstrated an equal commitment
to funding academics at the school. He
declined to elaborate.
The task force also recommended that
the state fair board manage the arcn<t and
that it be financed with $75 million from
the state and the sale of $224 million jn
bonds.
Fletcher has said he would lobby the
legislature to commit the $75 mHlion so
long as the arena is built downtown:
U ofL now plays at Freedom Hall at the
state fairgrounds. The downtown arena
proposed by the task force would have
22,000 seats, 70 luxury suites, a practice
facility and an ice rink for a minor·league
hockey team and skating shows. It would
also contain a restaurant, a parking garage
and retail stores.

Coordinator brought in for Racer Club
file photo

Junior Michael Craft chips in a tournament last season.
Craft along with several upperclassmen teammates are the
anchors of a team expected to vie for the OVC crown.
"Our mental game's been pretty
good," Shirley said. "We've held
our heads up high whether we're
playing good or bad."
Western Carolina Jed the tournament going into the final round,
but saw its victory snatched away
by Elon's 13-under round.
The Catamounts finished second. Pfeiffer, Wofford, Radford
and Murray State followed .
The Racers' next challenge
comes Monday and Tuesday at the

Murray State Invitational at Miller
Golf Course. Murray will attempt
to defend the title it won in last
year's invitational.
Participating teams include
OVC schools Morehead State,
Tennessee-Martin, Eastern lllinois, Tennessee Tech and Tennessee State. The Racers also will
host Chicago State, Lewis University, Indianapolis, Alcorn State,
Western Illinois and Northern
Iowa.

The Murray State athletics department
The Racer Club was designed so Murannounced Saturday the Racer Club has ray State fans could purchase season tickhired a coordinator to oversee operations ets and donate an annual amount on the
\o\.'ithin the annual giving program.
same form.
Fans arc also provided different incenAthletks Director Allen Ward hired
Molly Cochran to
tives based on the
serve as coordidonation amount
nator of the offithey give to the
athletics departcial
umbrella
ment. Ward said
organization
tor all private
current
members
giving to Mur...._..,.,IIA.,...IAI~
of
the Racer
Club
ray State athletics.
· can expect their benefits to arrive
Cochran, from Mayfield, recently within the next six weeks.
worked at the Murray State office of uni·
Anyone wishing to become a pan of the
versity development.
Racer Club can find brochures explaining
Ward also announced the Racer Club the program at the athletics department
has surpassed the 500 member plateau office in Roy Stewart Stadium and the
with a total of 524 members committed as relocated ticket office at the Regional Speof this week. The club is only in its third cial Events Center. There are four remainmonth of operation after Ward's ing home football games and the basketannouncement on July 21.
ball season begins in November.

~-·····

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071
753-8 556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

.,...

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

SEC:-ri8N
ARTER PAGE
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Derb's
Barbeque
Rnll Fried Pies

· .,\'

~--

$60

North l2th

Street~

Murray

Locatea north of St. Leo Catholic Church

Menu

$120

Pulled Pork Sandwiches $2.25
-DAILY SPECIAL(ian,aw,rrn chlpsJ drink
$3.50

INSERTS

..,,

pulled I'Orl< by the pouna $6.00
Fountain soft drinks
$1.00
ZINGER FRUIT DRINK $1.50

•'

-FRIED PIES-

$350

J?

IlPPI~ pe11c/t., chocolate

.i
.I'
f

.

'

11.50

IO%

Discount

for Murray State Stuaents with stuaent I.D .
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This Week
• Friday
~bee to~ent

6 p.m., Sigma Sigma
Sigma Play-A-Thon,
intramural fields

'Coming out' easier in college ellvironment
Students seek sense of community;
say University needs more tolerance

Play
7 p.m., "Rumors," $10
general admission, $8
for faculty and staff, Ellzabetb Cawein
free for students, Assistant Lifestyles Editor
Robert E. Johnson ecawein@thenews.org
Theatre
Coming out - two simple words that,
when combined, evoke a potent mix of
emotions for thousands of Americans and
Band com petition
many Murray State students.
All day. Festival of
Parents, Families and Friends of LesChampions,
Roy
bians and Gays estimates about one in 10
Stewart Stadium.
people is a member of the gay. lesbian,
bisexual and transgender community.
Play
How many of those have taken the diffi7 p.m.. "Rumors," $10 cult steps toward coming out, however, is
general admission, $8
a different statistic.
for faculty and staff.
Chris Crafton, freshman from Mayfield,
free for students,
became open ~ith his sexuality a few
Robert E. Johnson
years ago.
.
Theatre
"My mother knows that I am gay, but
she doesn't really admit it yet," Crafton
Racer Foo tball
said. "I told her several years ago, and she
6 p.m., MSU vs. Indi- ac;ts as if nothing ever happened."
ana State, Roy StewDespite his mother's denial, Crafton has
art Stadium
continued to be himself on campus and
interacts regularly with other gay students.
Women's Soccer
•·r feel that MSU is a gay-friendly cam1 p.m., MSU vs. East- pus," Crafton said. "There have been
ern Kentucky Univer- times throughout my experiences that my
sity, Cutchin Field
sexuality has come up and never has anyone had any ill remarks or reactions to my
being gay."
He perceives Murray State's gay stu·
Golf
All day invitational, dents to be largely out and comfortable
hosted by men's golf with their sexuality.
"I would say that the gay population at
team, Miller Golf
MSU
is larger than in some colleges. but I
Course
think that is a direct reflection on how
friendly and safe the Murray State campus
Program
is," Crafton said.
5:30 p.m., Take
However, Stephanie Wells, president of
Back the Night,
Alliance, Murray State's GLBT organizahonoring survivors
tion, said the issue of a gay-friendly camof sexual violence, pus may not be as simplistic as Crafton
steps of Lovett
describes.
Auditorium
"I would say yes and no," said Wells,
senior from Owensboro. "Yes. because I
personally have gotten little to no backSilent auction
lash. Alliance is doing things on campus
To benefit hurricane relief, bidding like the drag show we had last semester,
closes at noon Oct. for example. With that, we were pretty
prepared for a backlash as soon as we
7, Curris Center
opened our mouths abo,lU even wanting to
dance lounge
do one. But it ended up going over very
well."
.!Th§day
Wells said she was shocked at the lack
Racer volleyball
of negative response to the drag show but
7 p.in., MSU volley- said there are always incidents.
"I can't say I haven't gotten looks and
ball vs. Tennessee
State, Racer Arena comments," Wells said. "My junior year,
someone posted an anonymous note on

.•Monday

.• Wednesday
M eeting

5 p.m., Student
Government Association, Barkley
Room, Curris Center

• Thursday
Concert

7:30 p.m., Hot
Swing Trio presented by Murray
Civic Music Association, free for
students, Lovett
Auditorium

yoUDg adalta

A national survey of J,7S2 colep
students found:
"'lo'
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•48 percent of Sf:lf-jdentiftecl..,

• Saturday

• Sunday
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my door saying 'Your lifestyle is bad.
Your salvation is in jeopardy.' It wasn't
violent. It wasn't aggressive. Jt just let me
know, yes, I am still in the Bible Belt."
Wells said she has friends who have
gotten remarks and threats o n campus,
but hostility toward the GLBT community
is minimal.
She said for herself and many other gay
students, college is a crucial turning point.
"College is a huge factor in coming out,"
Wells said. "Obviously, you get away from
your home life and a lot of the issues
about coming out deal with home life. You
come here, you meet people who think
and feel the same way as you do, and it
makes it easier."
Just a few years ago. she was one of
those students.
"(College) definitely helped me," Wells
said. "I was raised in a devout Roman
Catholic family and coming to Murray
State, just like it would be at any University in general, you're exposed to different
things, and you're away from what you
fear. You're not oppressed, and when
you're away from that, you're going to be
more open and more comfortable."
Wells became involved with Alliance as
a freshman in 2000 when she found out
about the organization through friends in
the marching band. She said the group has
about 15 people regularly attending members and 30 on its mailing list. The o rgani·
zation also has about 70 ..allies," who are
faculty, staff or community members who
support GLBT students.
On campus, Alliance allies can be iden·
tified by the green sticker in their office
windows.
"Thankfully. we do have a lot of allies
who support us," Wells said. "If a student
walks by and sees the sticker in the window, they know they can talk to this person, that they won't judge or discriminate

against them. They'll support them.''
She said the most important role
Alliance plays on campus is creating a
sense of community for GLBT students.
"It's a community. It's a relief, a haven,"
Wells said. "Any organization. religious or
cultural or anything else, provides a place
for people to go and be with those people
who are like them. The sense of community is worth it, the sense of belonging."
Alliance also exists as a lobbying organization, and Wells said the group continues to fmd causes worth the fight.
"MSU in a certain regard oppresses us,''
Wells said.
Some of the issues Alliance is doing battle over this year include letting same-sex
couples live in married housing, a continuing push to have sexual orientation
included in the sexual harassment policy
and finding a place on campus for the
organization to gather.
"It's, not even about homosexuality,"
Wells said. "It's about discrimination.
Race, religion, creed, it shouldn't be a factor. We're not saying give us gay rights.
We're saying don't discriminate against
us."
Wells said GLUT organizations at other
Kentucky universities hnVl' meeting
places on campus and Alliance deserves
the same opportunity.
"Alliance has tried to get some kind of
space for n student center. library,
resources. something, for a long time,"
Wells said. "We even requested tn pay to
rent a room in Woods Hall and have been
turned down every time. MSU has enough
storage space to give us a safe place. 1
think it's our time to have a Cl'nter on
campus."
That feeling of safety is just what Katie
Dixon was looking for when she arrived at
Murray State last semester from Vermont.
Dixon, a junior from Post Mills, Vt.. said in

and bisexual college stUdent& · •··
became awnre of their Sdual ~
erence in high school while 26 ~
cent found their true sexuallty lia
college
•20 percent of self'-identified pY:
and bisexual men knew that Cbq
were gay or bisexual in junior bish
school, a n d 17 percent said they
knew in grade school

•6 percent of self-identified gay 01'
bisexual women knew that they
were gay or bisexual iD junior lUsh
school, and U percent knew in
grade school
lhe 2001 SIECUS Repiolt

u.s. Selwallty lnformllllail
and Education~

comparison to other collt!gc campuses
she's been on, Murray State is not as
friendly.
"There is a lot of religion association
with particulnrly this area, not necessarily
Murray State," Dixon said. "One of the
first things I noticed when I got here was
that people were very adamant about
their religious beliefs and quick to judge
with those bdiefs. It was something I'd
lll'vcr experienced anywhere else.''
Dixon said she thought nbout forming a
GJ.BT organization bdore she found
Alliance, and when she did, she instantly
felt more at case on campus. Dixon said
she would like to see an increased level of
tolerance on campus.
"My biggest issue right now is the
nondiscrimination policy, which is something I took for granted in Vermont,"
Dixon said. "It doeo;n't mean people like it
there, hut they understand that it's a fact
of life. and not something people choose
to do."
She said tblc; kind of awareness and toler:mce arc sorely lacking at Murray State.
"I'd like Alliance to be able to put up
tlicrs and not have them torn down the
next day.'' Dixon said. "Issues like (the
dbcrimination policy) may not affect a lot
of students, hut we don't really know
because it's something that just isn't
talkt•d about."

Save gas by choosing local entertainment options
Staff Report
After Hurricane Rita, gas prices have
once again gone up, making traveling
more difficult and expensive.
Murray provides several entertainment
opportunities to help ease students' fmancial strain.
The Cheri Theater, 1008 Chestnut St.,
provides a discount for MSU students.

Monday through Thursday, stuc.lents can
go watch the latest theater releases for
$4 with their Racer card. Matinees
arc also $4 Saturday and Sunday
before 6 p.m. Evening shows
are $6. For program information, call 753-3314.
If sitting in a movie theater isn't
the entertainment you're looking for.
try bowling at Corvette Lanes or skating

at Circus Skate.
Circus Skate, 641 North St.,
opens at 7:30 p.m. Friday nnd Saturday. It's $5 to skate and $1 for
skates.
Corvette Lanes, 1415
Main St., also features pool
tables and games. Games arc $2.75,
and shoes cost $2.
Corvette Lanes open at 4 p.m.

Saturday through Tuesday and Thursday
and at noon Wednesday and Friday.
While the weather is still temperate,
participating in outdoor activities like
baseball or basketball at one of several
citr parks is also an option.
These are just a few choices for entertainment in Murray. Visit murraytourism.org for more information on
restaurants and entertainment.
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Battle of the Bands

7 p.m., sponsored
by Alpha Delta Pi,
Lovett Auditorium
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• Oct. 8

Since When Does...

3+3=7?
Now you can make seven years of study equal to six with the 3+3
Program. This unique program provides students with the opportunity
to complete the BS degree and the Doctor of Chiropractic degree in
one year less than the usual time. You will study for three years
at Murray State - then be admitted to the Doctor of Chiropractic
program at Logan College. After a year at Logan. you'll get your
BS Degree from Murray State. So 3+3 really does 71

=

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help
patients get well through non-invasive healthcare while
preparing you to earn a substantial income commensurate
your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most OC's
work in a private practice setting. providing time for family
and other important quality of life priorities.

Ultimate ltiSIIBB PIBJ-B-IIIIIR

111111 BIB 1.m.
sttlli lntrsmursllitJIIIs

Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet
describing the fastest growing health profession in the
world. You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.

To o rder an ultimate frisbee
event t-shin for $12, contact
Mary at

harmon_m ary@hotmail.com
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'Corpse Bride' brings death to life in stop-motion animation
Burton, Depp find
•
screen success agazn
Review
Lifestyles Staff Writer Ph illip
Dishon writes the movie
reviews.

During the 1990s. Tim Burton's films dominated the box
office and captured the imaginations of audiences with their
dark visuals, gothic themes and
black humor. Since then, Burton has tried new approaches
to perfect his film-making craft
with an equal number of successes and failures .
"The Corpse Bride" marks
Burton's triumphant return to
stop-motion animation and the
macabre resulting in one of the
year's most amazingly imaginative and touching films.
In a dreary European city,
the Van Dort family has
arranged for their son Victor
(Johnny Depp) to marry Victoria (Emily Watson) of the prestigious
Everglot
fam ily.
Although Victor and Victoria
immediately fa ll for each
other, the Everglot family sees
the marriage as little more
than necessity to ensure their
family doesn't go broke.
Fearful of the arranged marriage and unable to remember
his vows, Victor retreats deep

into the woods to overcome
his cold feet. Upon correctly
reciting his vows, Victor inadvertently pledges his life and
love to Emily (Helena Bonham
Carter ), a deceased bride waiting for her one true love.
Victor must choose between
his true love in the world of
the living and his b ride in the
land of the dead.
Burton made his first
impression in a~ation 12
years ago with the musical
adaptation of his short story.
"The Nightmare Before Christmas." This time aroun d, Bur·
ton didn't merely dream up the
characters, he brought them to
life with the help of co-director Mike Johnson and the modern styles of stop-motion animation.
Animators use stainless steel
figures covered in silicone skin
to achieve this animation, and
the result is cartoon -ish characters animated with realistic
movements and life-like facial
expressions.
The character designs also
add to the realism of the animation. Although they aren't
realistic in appearance, their
fluidity and the emotion each
char acter conveys make the
viewer feel like the figures are

http:J/corpsebridemovte.wamerbr<JS.com

Victor, voiced by Johnny Depp, plays a duet with the corpse bride, Emily, voiced
by Helena Bonham Carter, in the world of the dead. This is the fifth film for which
Depp and Tim Burton have joined forces. Depp also starred in 'Edward Scissorhands,' 'Sleepy Hollow' and 'Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.'
living, breath ing actors.
The cast's superb performance heightens this quality.
Depp gives an amazing performance as Victor, easily evoking the audience's sympathy
and u nderstanding throu gh
char m and wit. Coupled with
Watson's innocent vocals, the
romance between Victor and
Victoria is sweet and heart·
warming.
Bonham Carter also brings a
fair share of charisma to the
decaying Emily. Her voice
makes the somewhat disturbing-looking corpse bride seem

attractive and enticing.
As astoundingly realistic as
the characters are, the world
Burton and Johnson created
around them is just as amazing. They filled the world of
the living with Victorian architecture th at poor lighting
clouds an d dark colors coat.
In perfect contrast to the
seemingly bleak lives of the
living, the world of the dead is
a brighter place of neon colors
and laughter, reflecting the
upbeat attitude of the cast.
Of course, it couldn't truly
be a Tim Burton film without a

soundtrack that Academy
Award nominee Danny Elfman
composed. Elfman has provided music for nearly all of Burton's films.
Unlike his recent score for
Burton's "Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory," Elfman's
music and lyrics in "The
Corpse Bride" arc hauntingly
humorous and emotionally
sentimental. F.vcry note and
word help set the tone of each
scene and advanct• the plot.
Also, unlike Burton's operatic score for "The Nightmare
Before Christmas," this film's

music is evenly spaced and
never overwhelms the audience.
Some moviegoers may be
upset because "The Corpse
Bride" clocks in at a little more
than an hour. In Burton's and
his animation team's defense,
this style of animation is especially
time
consuming.
Although the film may seem
short. viewers arc treated to a
unique animation experience
nearly four years in the making.
"The Corpse Bride" is not
your typical animated featu re.
It is much better than that. It
has romance, comedy, drama
and a fair amount of zombie
action, too. From its fast paced and well-developed
story to the remarkably
delightful characters. thLo; film
is destined to be an animated
classic worthy of any family's
video library.

4 out of 4 film strips

Zero film strips: Save your cash
One film strip: Catch it on TV if
you're bored
Two film strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to the
box office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion
Collection

- - - - - - This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

1. The Peoples Champ
Paul Wall
2. Late Registration
Kanye West
3. Nothing Is Sound
Switchfoot
4. Jasper County
Trisha Yearwood
5. PCD
T h e Pussycat Dolls

1. Flight Plan

1. Gold Digger
Kan ye W est featuring
Jamie Foxx
2. Shake It Of
Maria h Carey
3. Like You
Bow Wow Featuring Ciara
4.MyHumps
The Black Eyed Peas
5. We Belong Together
M ar iah Carey

1. Crash (wldescreen)

...,,dd

2. Corpse Bride
3. Just Like Beaven
4. The Exorcism of Em.Uy
Rose

S. 40 Year-Old Virgin

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com

• Web site

1. The Da Vincl Cod e
Dan Brown
2. Toy Story (lOth Annive r - 2. The Historian
sary Edition)
Elizabeth Kostova
3. Polar ShJft
3. Lost: The Complete First C live Cusslcr with Paul
Season
Kemprccos
4. Thud!
4.LUo & Stitc:b 2: Stitch Has
Terry Pratchctt
a Glitch
5. Point Blank
Cath erine Coulter
5. Monster-in-Law

u.... 'h+-
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SO"Urce: Billbo.nd.com

• Books
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Source: Billhoard.com
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Source: nyttmes.com

www.pfiag.org
Parents, Family and Friends of
Lesbians, Gays and Transgtmdered persons offers support,
education and advocacy information, as well as providing an
opportunity for dialogue about
sexual orientation and gender
identity. The Web site features
answers to frequently asked
questions of families of GLBT
individuals and help with coping and understanding when a
loved one comes out.
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!iun•et Boulevard Mu!ilc
11 09 Che.tnm !i~ (be•lde Wendy••)
Pet Sittin~ • Ho use Sitting

MuiTIIy. KY • 753-0113

E5tabl ishcd 1985

Huu...: Man - !iat · 1 0 a.m. - 6 p.m.

W E WILL TEND

I,Jolimited Hours. No Contracts!

'9.95~

DEADLI\E
FOR I{ESER\'1\(;
AD SP:\( 'E

• Instant Me~ • KN p your buddy Hatl
• 10 Hllllllldd,..... w1t11 w.t>mall!

Fides, Felincs,.Fish,
Feathered fricnJs,

l\101\D,\ \'
AT

• FREE Tecilnic:al SIJI)POII
• CutiOin Start Page • News, Weather & more!

as well as any other
furry or non-furry

SIRIUSil
l&lfUitl I AOIO

c r itters in their own

home environment!

Internet

ct::6x lasterf'.
}IJst '3 moro

•

Sign Up Onllnel www.LocaiNet.com

Expires 10/14105 • Sale Items excluded. Car Stereo Specialist • Custom Installation

~·

'Coupon Good Toward$ Purchase of Regula! Priced Merchandise Only, Not Vaid In Comblnallcn v.llh hry Olhe! Specials Olstounts 0t Oflm.

LocaiNef-

Sh<Mn MalMt'll 75J.Ql47
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Coupon

Tl ..ru.Mw~
-u~ State

c..n TOday & Sa>~e~

759·2575
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Club Cadet 19HP 42· inch cut riding

lawnmower. Series 1000, LT 1042. Purchased May 15, 2005. Comb with J.
year extended protection plan. Lw
than 20 houn of actual usage. $1,400.
753·11 76.
AUCTION: 10Jrn, <Atobcr 14 & 15,
Selling cquipmrnl surplus to lhclr
Nrecb Aml'tiCaJl UJlion Boikr; f lurricant!, \W; Resourt(' Markl'llng. Inc:. AI
Thompson, WV Lic#4J8; 1-l.l00-5281246; IVW\v~rrrH.Juctions.rom
Pole B.Jrn Blow Oul! J OxSOx10 Only
$6,79'1; 24x40~ I o- S4,Y<J5. Frt.oe D<'livery. p.~intt.'Cl metal, slider. http:l/nationWid('p<>lebarn~.cjb. net Call 937·559·
5405
Sawmills· $2,795· Lumlx·rMate-2000 &
LumberlitL'-i4- Norwood lnduwi~
also manufaaures utility ATV attachments, log skidders. porUblc board
edgers and forestry equipment.
www.norwoodlndustrles.cQTT1
Fr<'c
lniormation: 1-800-578-1363 ~t.JOON
For Sal~ Two-~tory brick office butld·
ing In Frankfort, ncar 1·64/US 127.
Approx. 2300 ~quare feet, Internet
wired. Largr• (onfercnce room, seven
individual oflices, 4 half-b.1ths, kitchenette. Part ol offiCe building wmpleli.
For ~le by owl'lE'r. lmmL'<Ii.llc occupan·
cy._Call 502-~ 3 -8821 8.1~1-Spm~r.
Wolff lannin)l Bed~. Buy Di1cct .1nd
saw! Full body units frorn $:.!2 a month!
FREE Color (.lt.•lng. C.1ll Tocby! 1·8Cl0642-1305 www.np.t·Jstan.com

HELP WANTED
•• Guerilli\.Markelioa/l'.rllllHI~D llHd:
edl l eisure Tours needs stucknts to promote our Spring Bre;ak travel padagfl
on campus and with local vffldors.
Excellent Pay!~~~
$500 Si~ning Bonus! An exciting
Opportumtyl Travel the USA wtth our
young uHXl team. Personality a must!

Enth~lastic, motivated, able to
Call Rich. 1-866-775-6248.

tro~vel.

$$A Cool

JobS$ National company hlr·
ing 18-25 individuals Travel US cit1es.
No expPrienc:e necessary. 2-weeks paid
training. Per~onality a must. For int<'t'·
view Call John 770-595·8463
Sales/ Estate Planning! We provide
qualified leads, complete product training <,~nd support. $1600-$2700 weekly
Income potential. Prior sales experiencr. i1 must. www.growwithufsc.com
800-860-8275 ext. #10J
$1.10-$1.14 average per milel Home
weekends! No forced dispatch! Owner
Operators needed! Call Max tr T&T 1·
81)0. 51 1-0082
A Penny saved is A Peony Earned!!l A5
an own(;'(- operator, we under5tand how
the rising cost of fuel affects you. However, when you par1ner with one oi the
largest fleets in the industry, you save
money on expenses such a~ fuel and
increase your earnings. Purchase fuel at
a discounted rate within our l"'t"'WIfk of
over J50 fuel centers and receive a fucl
surcharge that is adjusted each week to
keep up with rising costs. This fuel surcharge is paid on all miles- bolh loaded
& empty- and tuel costs are deducted
from your weekly settlement. In addition, ....e ol(cr paid plates & permiiS, dir.counted til3 & shop services, full vol·
unt<Jry benefits, and ... thE-re's no Ioree
dispatch. With all these SAVED Penni~:~.
you' ll EARN over $1 per mile! Call
tod.1y to learn more ... 1-877-452-5627.
eoe. Subj to dis. 3 mos class-A exp. r(-q.
A-CDL Drivers. Louisville, KY Area.
t.oc,il Shuttles, Yard Jockey, Region.ll
Runs, 1-3 Night out and Team runs. BIC
B/S Insurance. No forced dispatch. (2yr
recent exp. required) 866-270-2665
www .abdrivers.com
Accepting Trainees for Werner, Swift.
CR England. others! 16 da}· CDll No
money down, student financing!
Tuition reimbur~ment avail. lob plac:t.'ment a>st. Moo-Sun 1-800-883.() 171
x6

Class-A Drivers Needed! Regional
lanes., quality homeume, Top pay! Call
Sunday or anyttme, Prionty Transpor1a·
tion. 8&6-882·0768 [Q[.
Company Drivers: I lome Weekends!
$1000 S1gn-cm Bonus. 1'.1id upon experience. J'Jo touch freight. Rider progrC~m. Insurance/ 401k. Call CoreTran~.
U.C 1·800-324-535Bx248, 1·606·2810801 Ct·ll.

tax program; base plate pr~ram; wl'Ck·
ly settlements. We offer direct dL'JXISll.
Free Comdata use.. Call CoreTrans, LLC
1-800-324-5358 x248, 1·601>·281 0801 cell.
Drivers, Over the road, ~~ !i state-s. rl.l!
w/~ides, late model conventional~. J
ye;us experience. $2,000 sign on
bonus. Start .34<1·.36¢ mile o~bcneflts.
Cali 800-444-6648

Dri: Own<'rl Op<'rators- F l atbc~ & Dedic:<llf•<J! Pull our Tr.1ilers!! Immediate
Opening~!Grcat payl. Sm,lll F_l~ets Welcome! Company Dnwr ro~ttions aiM>
avaii.Jble! 800-611-.176:{

Drivers- Owner Oper.1to~ Nct•dcdl
Avg. 93 to $1.07 per mile. We offN fre1•
baSe plate, permlts & quaf.<:omm. No
touch freight plus more! 1·877-613·
1>385 x286

Driver- $2,750 Sign-On. •orientation
p.1y, •Earn up to $49,000 1st year,
•senetlts 1!I of month after 30 days,
"Predictable tlome TI~ COL-N 6
mos OTR. JDC l.ogistics 877-687-5627
(7 day!Jwk).

GN Prat1ical with CFI ... Miles that is!
W. Memphis Orientation. $0.05 NE
Bonus Pay! XM Servke. Cldss-A COL
Required. Apply 1-800-Cfi·DRlVE (1 .
6()().234-3748); www.<..fidrive.com

Driver- Covenant Transport. Excellent
Pay & Bt:ocfits for experienced drivers,
O/Os, solos, teams & graduate students.
Bonuses available. Refrigerated now
available. 888-MORE-PAY. (B88-667·
1729)

Dri\er· Dri\'CIS Needed- •Solo & Team
runs. •casual Drivers. •Roundtrip
American Run~. •out 7 to 10 da}'S,
•Good miles, •we-ekly pay, ·using
TransOo. Call MikP 888·637-4552
Dnver- 0/0s· lndt·pcndent Express!
Choo~e loMI & f lornclim~. $2,500
Sign·on bonus! llatl>t.>d. Company dil·
wrs- up to 45cpm, top UP! C.1ll TOday!
Bo}·d Bros. www.boydbros.com l.ll>O·
54:1-892.1.
Driver~·

Arr: you gt'tting a f!•'Y r.1ise In
20051 Roehl drlwrs are! V.m- UP to
39¢, rl~tl>ed· up to 41 ¢, plus t;up. Signon bonus. Sludi'Jlts wekume. Cl.tss.-A
fl'qulrL'tl ror. Call RIX'hl, 877-77 4531 J www.GoRoehl.com
Dnvers Needed: Owner Operators.
Home W~kt•nds . S2!i00 Sfgn·On
Bonu~; $1000 Recruillng bonus. Paid
eJ<tra fOI' 'lortheast runs. 100'?:. notouch freight; 1QOo/., fuel surcharge; fuel

Major Trucking Companies need
Tra1nees. No bperlenccl No Money?
Bad Credit? No Problem! Company
Sponsored training available. Great
income and benefits. Start immediately.
Call1-877-443-82s<J

HEALTH

RATES

Famtly lfcalthntre wlprcscnption Jllan•
.S69.9t;lmo. Nationwide \-O~erage, NJ>
hmlldtions, lnclud•>s: Doctor;, d<-ntal,
Vi~IOn, h<>~p. & more. [ V<"')'Ont' oiC.Cf'pl·
txl! Call wee llOO·lti8-Y2 14 ext. 2112

Pl ace your
.
message 1n
The Murray
State News

TRAVEL
:.!.!l..SJ)ring Break Wdllit~ l ow prices
Kuaranteed. ·free Meal5 & Free Drinks.
Book 11 people, gel 12th trip free!
Group discounts for b+ w.WW.Spring:
llrukOiKwniSAlHD. or WIDYJ.tblw::
llllm.J:.Qm or 800-838-8202.

classifieds for

Spring Break 2006 with Student Travel
Sel'\'ices to Jamaica, MelCico, Bahamas
and Florida. Are you connectedl ~II
Trips, Earn Cash & Travel Free! Call for
group di~cou l)b. lnfo/ Reser'liations
~9 www.ststrneJ.com.

MISC.
Reach over 1,000,000 readers with on£'
call! Contact the cla$,ified depanmeot
or lhis newspaper or call KPS at 502
223-8821 for more tntllrrnatlon about
placing a 25-word das."ficd in 70 hewspapers for unlv $22 5!

PER WORD!

SSCASH$S Immediate Cash fur structlned settlements, annuities, 1.1w suit,
m~.1p,c nl){cs & ra~h tlows. JG Went·
wortli # 1 1-800·794-711 0

Classified advertising deadline
is 4 p.m. Wcclncsday.

W;mtt:d to buy propl'rty producing
in((Jnl!' ol SI O,OCJO+ p<'r yeJr. Tt>ll irl•t•
!1811-670-11 04 ,

Ads m.1y be submitted in Wilson Hall mom Il l or m.1iled

Ai rline Mech.mic- Rapid training fm
high paying career. FM predicts severe
shortage. FM approved. job placl'rnent
assiswnce. AIM 1·888-349·53117

A«cntion I1\llll<'uwnt>r~: D1~play homes
w,,nwd for vinyl sid1n){. window.;, roors.
F.a\y 'rNlit tmm. No p.tymL'Ilts until
200h. StJrtingat $'l'J month. Caii1-A00251 ·01!41

State News, 2609 University
St.:llion, Murray, KY 42071

Eam Degree online from ho~. •Med ·
leal,•Business, •Paralegal, •computer.
Job placement assistance. ComputCf &
Financial aid 1i qualify. 866-858·
2121www.onlinetidewatertech.com

5<•11 your unwiJntcd 1tcms in Classifi<'<ls
5t'<:tiun. Classified o1dvf:>r1ising deadline
Is .J: lO p.m. Wednesday. Stop by 111
Wilson I IJII to place your Jd.

Need a job? GR England is hiring in
your ar£>a. Company Sponsored 16 day
COL training available. No expcrimcc
n~. Call Tod~. 1~398-9908.
We have drivers projected to earn
$83,000 this yearl How much will
YOU eam? Excellent Hometimel We
simply offer a whole lot morel HEARTLAND EXPRESS www.heJrtlandex·
press.com ~~-441-4953

EDUCATIONAL

to

Classifieds, do The MurhlY

Classifieds must be p.1id
before they run.
For more iniormation
call 762-4478.

'
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Students hope for laughs with Neil Simon's 'Rumors'
Kara McCombs
Staff Writer
kmccombs@thenews.org

Students spread "Rumors" Thurs~
day night at the opening of Neil
Simon's satire about upper-class
America.
Lissa Graham-Schneider, assistant
professor in the department of theater
and dance, directed the program and
said the Pulitzer Prize-winning production is the first Neil Simon play
performed at Murray State in 15 years.
"Neil Simon is the greatest comedic
playwright in American history."
Schneider said. "The cast has done an
amazing job with this hilario.u sly
funny play."
She said the storyline follows four
couples attending a dinner party
where the host has been shot, the
hostess is missing and the guests are
"rumor-mongering."
Set in the 1980s, Schneider said the
play is full of big hair and '80s attire.
The play is unique because instead
of a definitive lead character, the
entire 10 member ensemble performs
for most of the production.
Lauren Cecil, freshman from New
Albany, Ind., said her experience in
the play has been amazing. She portrays Cookie Cusack, a wild, eccentric
old southern woman with her own
TV show.
"I would have never thought that I
would be in a show like this, with a
cast like this the frrst semester of my
freshman year," Cecil said. "Every
practice I look :tround and I am in

'Wberel
Lovett AudkoriLUD

Acbnlnlo111

Free with Rac.,r~
$10 genel'al aclnlissi.QQ
$8; {()r faeulty and st4df:

:~we

of how awesome those other
people on stage with m~ nrc. It is real ~
ly an honor tl) have them as friends
and to be ahle to work with them side
by side."
Cecil's character is Cookie. Cookie
and her husband, Ernie, played by C.J.
Houston, junior from Chicago, arc
invited to a lOth wedding anniversary
of good friends Charlie and Myra
Hrock. ·
Daniel Trump. junior from Paducah, described the play as fast~moving
with witty comedy.
"This play has amazing dialogue, a
live performance superior to most
entertainment today," Trump said.

Jessie Harper/guest

(Left) Danielle MacDonald, senior from Louisville, as Chris Gorman, Daniel Trump, junior from
Paducah, as Glenn Cooper, and Clair O'Neill, sophomore from Lexington, as Claire Ganz, talk over
drinks during a scene in •Rumors,' which opened yesterday in Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Trump plays Glenn Coope r, a
politician running for state senate.
"He has an inflated ego and tries to
usc words to get out of everything,"
Trump said.
Clair O'Nejll, sophomore from Lex~
ington, plays Claire Ganz.
"The play is full of stereotypes,"
O'Neill said. "When she finds out that

the host was shot in the ear she says,
'I have holes in my earlobes. and it
doesn't hurt.'"
She said the rehearsal process was
fast and challenging at times.
"The comedic timing in this show
has to be dead on in order for it to
work," O'Neill said.
Danielle MacDonald, senior from

Louisville, agreed the fi ve rehearsals
per week schedule was a challenge in
bringing the production together.
"My character is Chris Gorman, an
upper~crust, nervous lawyer,'' Macdonald said. "It has been intense since
we have only had four weeks to put it
together. It has been fun as well
because we have good chemistry."

Sorority turns tables on annual philanthropy event with Battle of the Bands
Casey Northcutt
Contributing Writer
Murray State students will duke it
out with electric guitars and drumsticks as local bands compete in Alpha
Delta Pi's Battle of the Rands Friday.
ADPi organized the night of rock as
a fund raiser for its philanthropy. the
Ronald McDonald House.
In the past, the sorority hosted a
Jell·O slurp off to collect money for
the charity that houses families of
hospitalized children. Rut this year,
the philanthropy committee opted to
go in a new direction.
"We wanted something a little more
ambitious,'' said Emily Christopher,
ADPi philanthropy chair. "We really
wanted to raise more money for our
philanthropy."
Christopher, junior from Lexington,

.Battle of the Bands
Where: Lovett Auditorium
WbeD: 7 p.m. Friday

Cost: $5
and her fellow committee members Amanda Hemingway. junior from
Paris, Tenn .. Erica Richie, senior from
Mascoutah. Ill., and Mandy Perkins.
sophomore from St. Charles, Mo. drummt·d up the battle idea.
They reeled in local groups, such as
Whiffic, From Rise to Ruin, Fiat Lux
and Ctnar Door, with cash prizes
promised to the top three bands.
John Fannin, assistant director of
pands, "Jumping Jason" Moore from
Froggy 103. and Maria l.ocklear, an
AD Pi alumna, will judge the battle and
determine which band rocks enough

for the $300 first-p lace prize. Second
and third place will receive $200 and ·
$100 respectively.
" I will probably be the Simon of the
bunch, I bet,'' Fannin said. " I tend to
be a tough judge."
Fannin said the bands must display
exceptional sound, creativity and
stage presence to impress the judging
pant.>!.
" I know Cellar Door ... and they'll
have a very good performance,'' Fan~
nin said, "I'm sure all of the bands will
perform well, and it will be very
entertaining for the audience."
Andrew Carwile, From Rise to Ruin
vocalist, said his band is going to go
on stage with as much energy as pos·
sible and work the t:rowd.
"l'm just going to be myself,'' sam
Carwile, freshman from Westview.
"There's going to be a level of serious~

ness to it, but we're just going to have own T-shirt, which students also can
fun doing what we love to do and order for $10. The shirt depicts musiplaying music."
cal and comedic icons The Blues
~Ie said From Rise to Ruin, a hard- Brothers with the event slogan,
core and metal group, often sports "We're getting the band back togethmohawks and tight pants as a band er.''
trademark, separating it from other
"It's a good cause, and it's going to
hardcore ensembles.
be a lot of fun," Emily Christopher
The sorority members will work said. "We're really hoping to turn this
tables in thtt Curris Center, h) sell event into one of the biggest on camtickets to the show for $5 from 10 a.m. pus."
to 3 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday and • To supplement the earnings from
Friday. Fans can help their favorite its rock-off, ADPi also is waging an
bands earn points in the competition aluminum can tab war among Greek
by voting for their group of <:hoice organizations. The tabs will earn
when they buy tickets.
money to help supply the Ronald
The points demonstrate u group's McDonald House charity with food.
popularity with the audience. 111e
"Anytime that we can have fun,
judges' tina! tallies will figure in the make great musi~ and rai~ mpney for
fan points, orfenng the crowli reality a chanty IS a wm·win for~verybody,''
show-esquc participation.
Fannin said. "I'm sure that it's going to
The Battle of the Bands fea tures its be a great time."

